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CVedicatioYL.J
To express appreciation of one who has been
actively identified with the Clemson Y.M.C.A.
from its inception, has engaged in teaching and
in administration with notable success, has
evidenced a kindly and an understanding interest in student affairs, and has devoted himself
to the maintenance of J,i:gh .,cbol.astic standards
and to the buildi11g of a greater Clemson, this
volume is dedicated to

Samuel GJ3roadus Earle.,;
Dean of the School of Engineering and
Architecture.

DEAN S. B. EARLE
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A WORD FROM THE EDITOR
This HANDBOOK is published annually by
the "Y" to help you get started right in one of
the greatest adventures of your life. The pursuit of an education is a fascinating experience
becau!:ie it is an ever enlarging process of
growth, a continuous development of your
whole personality towards your highest and
fullest powers.
While a college training is only a part of
this educational process and not an end in
itself, it makes a unique contribution to in.
dividual development by presenting a very
favorable environment. Yet Clemson can only
offer you opportunities; it is your responsibility
to seize them. To achieve a richer and fuller
personal life, endeavor to give your best to t he
college by constantly striving for the finest
and most worthwhile things in every phase of
college life.

It is in college that you organize the intellectual powers that insure a continuance of mental
and emotional growth throughout life. The
command of good methods of reading, investigation, study, and reflection is more important
than a mere increase of knowledge. Learn to
think independently and always maintain an
active spirit of inquiry. Unless the mind is
constantly open to new truths, education is
impossible.
Remember that a man never reaches his best
unless his spiritual life, too, is continua1ly
growing. The building of habits of cooperation, honesty, good will, and loyalty towards
your fellows is an important part of the educational process. Seek to develop sterling character devoted to the larger good.

BEN T. LANHAM, Editor
We know and have experienced many of the
hardships you will experience as students at
Clemson. We welcome you as members of the
class of 1940; we hope your records surpass
ours; we say to you, Good Luck, and SEE IT
THROUGH.
Ben T. Lanham, Jr.,
Editor-in-Chief.

ALMA MATER
(A. C. Corco ran, '19)

Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness,
Where the Tigers play ;
Here the sons of dear old Clemson
Reign supreme always.
CHORUS
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph,
And with all our might,
That the Tiger's roar may echo
O'er the mountain height.

We will dream of greater conquests
For our past is grand.
And her sons have fought and conquered
Every foreign land.
Where the mountains smile in grandeur
O'er the hill and dale,
Here the Tiger lair is nestling
Swept by storm and gale.

We are brothers strong in manhood,
For we work and strive;
And our Alma Mater reigneth
Ever in our lives.
(When this song is played or sung at student gatherings or on other occasions a!I will
s tand with heads uncovered.)

(

ADVANTAGES OF PROFANITY

It takes away the necessity of increasing one's
vocabu lary.
IL reveals carelessness of thinking.
IL points out the user as a co.arse and vulgar
person.
It dwarfs one's aspirations towards ideals.
It lessens moral courage.
lt discloses a man's doubt of his own truthfulness.
It indicates one's past associations .
It. provides encouragement instead of restraint
of one's temper.
It keeps company with ignorance, brutality.
and vu lgarity.
It leads inevitably to other vices.
It reveals weakness, not strength, of character.
It attracts to one those friends who do not
expect much from him , nor from them selves.

PRAYER
We marvel at the radio,
And gasp at wond'rous s ights;
The simple little dynamo
That gives us light at night,
We understand a ll of these;
The facts are all made bare,
But we never seem to see
The mighty works of prayer.
- Louis G. Kelly.

Bob's Service Station
AMOCO GAS and OIL
Day Phone 78-J
Nite 107-W
Your Business Appreciated
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COLLEGE CALENDAR, SESSION 1936-1937

1936
EnLrance Examinations
_ September 7 and 8
Matriculation, new students (8 A.M. to 6 P.M.)
September 9.
First payment due Treasurer, new students
September 9.
Matriculation, upper classmen (8 A.M. to 6
P. M.), September 14.
First payment due Treasurer, upper classmen,
September 14.
Registration. upper classmen, September 15
Second payment due Treasurer, all students,
November 19.
Thanksgiving Day (holiday), November 26
Christmas Holidays, begin at 12 Noon, December 19.

1937
Christmas Holidays end at 10 P.M., January 3
First Semester ends .
___ January 30
Third payment due Treasurer, all students,
February 1.
Registration, Second Semester, February 1
Mid-Year Graduating Exercises, February 2
Fourth payment due Treasurer, all students,
April 1.
Final College Examinations ends
May 29
Commencement Exercises begin _____ May 30
Graduating Exercises ___ _ __
_ ___ June 1
NOTE: The above schedule is subject to
change by the Faculty.

DON'T GIVE UP!
When you're unhappy and things
And the passing days seem sad and
When tiresome your work and bad
Just crack a sm ile and don't give

go wrong,
Jong,
your luck,
up.

When on the exam you feel like you can't,
And those big questions make you feel like
you ain't,
Just brace like a man and act like a buck,
And s how to them that you won't give up.

When the debts are many and the funds are
low,
And the checks come in very scarce and slow,
Just when it seems that you're out of luck,
Just turn around and don't give up.
Just
And
Just
And

when you feel that you're at the e nd,
wish that you had life to begin,
look at the world that knows your luck,
tell them that you won't give up.

When you're forsaken by your best of friends,
And your number of enemies seem ten times
ten,
Just say that you're on the road to luck ,
And keep on smiling, but DON'T GIVE UP.
-Louis G. Kelly.

BOOKI
Qeneral
Information...,
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The Administration Bui lding

The Administration Building is located at the
head of the executive circle, and is the center
of cadet activity. It is nearly centrally located
from the Barracks, from the Y. M. C. A., from
the Textile Building, from the Library, and
from the Chemistry Building.
The Building itself hns four floors and a basement, occupied by the Physics Department. On
the first floor are contained the Administrative offices, including those of the President,
the Registrar, the Business Manager, the
Treasu rer, the Professor of Military Science
and Tactics, and the Commandant of Cadets.
Also on this floor can be found the College
Publicity Office, which is maintained by a
Clemson man, the Clemson extension Gtation
of Radio Station W AIM of Anderson, and the
offices of the Western Union .
On the three floors above are found nearly
twenty classrooms, in which many Clemson
cadets have sat to receive part of their instruction. In t.hese rooms are taught such subjects
as English, Mathematics , Modern Languages,
Economics. Psychology, Sociology, History and
Government, and Industrial and Vocational
Education.
At the North end of the Administration
13uilcling is Memorial Hall , the College Auditorium, which has a seating capacity of about
eighteen hundred.

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
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WELCOME
Welcome Freshmen:Entering college is one of the great events
in a boy's experience that give direction to his
life and determine his career. He must make
many choices, such as the choice of courses,
friends, habits, and ideals.
"There will always be dangers to face;
There will always be goals to take,
And men shall be tried when the roads divide,
And proved by the choice they make.'•
There are many mistakes a student may
make. One of the most serious is to credit
the erroneous belief that those who make high
grades in college do not succeed in life so well
as those who make lower grades and give more
attention to outside activities. Of course, it is
well to participate in these activities, but not
to such extent as to interfere with success in
class work.
President Gifford of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company made a study of
3,806 college men by dividing them into four
grades as to scholarship. The results were
all in favor of the brilliant scholar as a success in business.
Dr. Hugh A. Smith of the University of
Wisconsin made comparisons behveen college
grades and election to Who's Who in America.
Nine of the twelve highest-record men were
in Who's Who, while only one of the eightyone lower-record men had quaJified.
Colonel R. I. Rees of the Bell Telephone
System, who studied the comparative importance of scholastic work and outside activities,
concluded that the student "should so budget
his time that he give his major attention and
concentration to the important objective of
his college life-education-and relate his other
obligations in a proper balance to this main
objective."
G. E. Metz, Registrar.

GENERAL INT-'ORMATION

PRESIDENT E. W. SIKES
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L. C. Martin
Drug Co.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

The Official College
Book and Supply Store

Shaeffer & Parker Pens
College Jewelry
Stationery & Novelties

Modern Soda Fountain
with Sandwiches
Drinks, Cakes,
Cigars & Tobacco
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HINTS FROM A PSYCHOLOGIST
I should like to make a suggestion with regard to the preparation of your reading assignments. It is important that you use effective methods.
You will find that each reading assignment
deals with a number of "sub-topics" indicated,
in most cases, by italics or large type paragraph or section "headings." Do not try to
study the assignment as a whole but prepare
each sub-topic separately.
In the study of each topic it might be well
to take the following steps:
First, convert the "heading''into the form of
a question and read the material following as
providing an answer to that question. This
will make the important statements stand out,
and they can be underlined for rapid review
purposes.
In the second place, as soon as the sub-topic
has been carefully read, close the book and
recite the essential things to yourself.
The third step is to check the accuracy and
completeness of your recitation of the topic
against the next.
I join the rest of my colleagues on the
faculty in wishing you a successful college career.
-English Bagby.

We invite you to stop at

Bostic's Service Station
Pendleton, S. C.
We have

GOODYEAR TIRES-TUBES
TEXACO PRODUCTS
ACCESSORIES
Let Us Serve You.
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DIRECTORY OF COLLEGE OFFICERS
President __ _
_
Dr. E. W. Sikes
Commandant
Col. Charles W. Weeks
PMS&T
Col. Charles W. Weeks
Registrar ___ _
G. E. Metz
Treasurer _____ _
S. W. Evans
Business Manager
_
J. C. Littlejohn
Chairman of Board of Trustees W. W. Bradley
Deans of Schools

School
School
School
School
School
School

of
of
of
of
of
of

Agriculture ___
Dr. H. P. Cooper
Chemistry ____ Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun
General Science __ Dr. D . W. Daniel
Engineering _______ Dr. S. B. Earle
Vocational Ed. ___ W. H. Washington
Textiles
__________ H. H. Willis
Pastors of Churches

Baptist_ ___________ __ ________ Rev. J. K. Goode
Methodist
______ Rev. H. 0. Chambers
Presbyterian
_____ Rev. S. J. L. Crouch
Episcopalian _
_ _________ Rev. D ..J. Veale
Catholic _ -·
Other Officers
Extension __ _
Librarian
Hospital _
Mess Officer

-· _______ D. W. Watkins
__ Miss Cornelia Graham
_ Dr. Lee W. Milford
_____ J. D. Harcombe

GENERAL INFORMATIO:--J
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T. I. MARTIN
President Senior Class

.SENIOR DISCIPLINARY COUNCIL
The Senior Disciplinary Council has direct
supervision over student relationships. It is
composed of the officers of the Senior class
nnd usually seven other members selected by
vote by the members of the Senior class. The
President of the Senior Class is automatically
named chairman of the Senior Council. In
the administration of campus affairs this is
one of the most absolute systems of student
control in America.

~
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DEPARTMENTAL HEADS
Agronomy
_____ H. P. Cooper
Agricultural Engineering ___
G. B. Nutt
Agr icultural Economics ____ B. 0. Williams
Animal Husbandry _____________ L. V. Starkey
Architecture __________ __ _
_ _____ R. E. Lee
Chemistry __ _ ___________ F. H . H. Calhoun
Civil Engineering ______________ E . L. Clarke
Dairy __ _ _ _
____________ J.P . Lamaster
Economics and Government_ ____ G. R. Sherrill
Electrical Engineering _________ s. R. Rhodes
English
______________ _ D. W. Daniel
Geology and Mineralogy ___ F. H. H. Calhoun
History ________ ____ _____________ A. G. Holmes
Horticulture ________ __
A. M. Musser
Mathematics
______________ S. M. Martin
Mechanical Engineering
_
_ S. B. Earle
Military Science
_______ Col. C. W . Weeks
Modern Languages _________
0. P. Rhyne
Physics
__ ___ __ _
_ ____ W. E. Godfrey
Poultry Husbandry _____ _ _____ c. L. Morgan
Religion ______ _ ___________ S. J. L. Crouch
Sociology and Psychology ____ H. C. Brearley
Textile Chemistry ___ ___ _ _____ J. Lindsay
Veterinary Science __ __ _____ __ Dr. Feeley
Vocational Education ______ w. H. Washington
Weaving and Designing
A. E . McKenna
Yarn Manufacturing ____ _____
R. K. Eaton
Zoology and Entomology ________
F. Sherman

HARRY S. ASHMORE
Editor-in-Chief Tiger

WILLIAM FOLK
Editor-in-Chief Taps

~
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SUGGESTIONS FOR EFFECTIVE STUDY
The habits of study formed in school are of
greater importance than the subjects mastered.
The following suggestions, if followed carefully,
will help you make your mind an efficient tool.
Your daily aim should be to master your daily
assignments in less time, or to prepare them
better in less time.
Make out a schedule for study, assigning the
study to some definite hour in the day or
evening, and cultivate the habit of studying
by the schedule.
As a safeguard against forgetting, write
down in your notebook the assignment, taking
full notes on required or both required or suggested tasks and suggestions on how to study
the material. If illustrative examples are
given, copy these. Ask instructor the best
plan for studying the subject.
Sit straight and go to work vigorously, with
confidence and determination, without waste
of time. When actually tired, exercise a
moment, open a window, change to a different
type of work.
Study independently. Do your own work
and use your own judgment, asking for help
only when you cannot proceed without it, thus
developing ability to think for yourself, and
the will-power and self-reliance essential to
success.
Concentrate on the work at hand and do not
permit your mind to wander. Resolve to master each lesson. Don't put off parts of the
lesson because they appear unattractive.
In studying reading matter observe the following efficiency rules:
a. Read through quickly to get the general
trend.
b. Read through again, trying to react in
some way to everything that is read by
arguing, disagreeing, comparing with
something else, thinking up applications

GENERAL INFORMATION
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or the full meaning, outlining, and taking
notes.

c. Stop occasionally to see how well you can
recall the important points. Writing them
down from memory or with as little help
as possible from the book is a good plan.
d. Talk over with someone the materials read
and take notes for questions in class on

points not understood.
]n your work apply the new knowledge as
much as possible and as soon as possible. Work
out your own concrete examples of all general
rules and principles. Make applications to
your own experiences.

Force yourself to complete the work at hand.
Do not quit until you feel that you have
mastered the assignment and are fully prepared.
Cultivate the habit of going over the main
points or your weak points at the conclusion

or your study.
Take a moderate amount of notes during
a lecture. Use a system of abbreviations and
rewrite these notes daily, amplifying them
into reasonably detailed outlines.
In memorizing:
a. Be sure that you understand the material
thoroughly before you start to memorize.
b. Repeat the material only with complete
concentration, using the book less and
less as you are able to repeat without it.
c. Learn by large units, practicing on lines
or short paragraphs only to fill the weak
places.
d. When a period of a few hours has elapsed
after you have memorized the material, see
if you can recall it; bolster up the weak
spots. Always review briefly at your lasf.
opportunity before going to class.
Make study your most important business
<luring your school career. It will pay big
dividends to those who are looking forward
to your success, and most of all to you.

~
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PUBLICATIONS

During the course of the year three publications are edited by members of the Cadet Corps.
The TIGER, official student publication, is
published weekly. TAPS is the college annual
issued to the students each spring . The third
publication is the 11 Y" Handbook issued in i..he
fall for the benefit of the Freshman Class.
Since its founding in 1907, the TIGER has
played an important part in student :J.ffair3 .
For the past several years the responsibility
for editing and publishing the paper has been
left to the student staff entirely, and now it
is published without faculty supervision or
censorship. The TIGER is published every
Thursday afternoon and distributed to all rooms
in barracks. In addition to the seventeen hundred student readers, there are about one
thousand other readers of the TIGER in :ill
parts of the world.
TAPS, the student annual, yearly summarizes the activities of the cadet corps, makes
a permanent record of the scenes and events
of the year, and provides a medium for recalling the memories of years ,spent as a member
of the corps. The annual is also published
without faculty supervision or censorship. In
recent years TAPS h as gained national recognition as one if the leading student publications
of the nation.

Some people speak of killing time
I don't know of any greater crime
With work and beauty they might fill itAnd yet they sit around and kill it.

GENERAL INFORMATION
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CLASS OFFICERS
Seniors

T. I.
H. D.
H. E.
Wm.

Martin
Leitner
Cochran
Folk

President
__ Vice President
Secretary-Treasurer
Historian
Juniors

T. I. Stafford
J.C. Shelley
J. C. Wilkerson
B. S. Jordan

. President
.
____ Vice President
-----· Secretary-Treasurer
. Historian
Sophomores

To be elected
Freshmen
To be elected
PUBLICATIONS
The Tiger
H. S. Ashmore _________ _____ Editor-in-Chief
B. T. Lanham, Jr. _________ Associate Editor
W. K. Lewis, Jr ___________ Managing Editor
R. S. Campbell . _________ Business Manager
The Taps
William Folk
___________ Editor-in-Chief
T. I. Martin
________ Business Manager
The Y Handbook
B. T. Lanham, Jr. ____________ Editor-in-Chief
J. Roy Cooper .
_________ __ Advisor

Boost For Clemson
GOODE BRYAN, Class of '18
Commercial Artist, Advertising Novelties of all kinds, Signs and Calendars
42-1 S. Main St.
Greenville, S. C.
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The Sou th Carolina
National Bank
Anderson, S. C.

Seneca, S. C,

Member of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation

GEJ\'ERAL INFORMATION
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A GOOD CREED
To Jive as gentle as I can
To be, no matter where, a man;
To take what comes of good or ill,
To cling to faith and honor still,
To do my best and let that stand,
The record of my brain and hand ;
And then, should failure come to me,
Still work and hope for victory :"To have no secret place wherein,
To stoop unseen to shame or sin;
To be the same when I'm alone,
As when my every deed is known;
To Jive undaunted, unafraid
Of any step that I have made;
To be without pretense or sham
Exactly what men think I am."

WRITE TO YOUR MOTHER
"Oh, write to your mother, my boy, while
you can;

Too soon shall you live as a motherless man,
Too soon shall the letters you'll write be
too late,
For mothers not always may anxiously wait.
She is eager today for a word you can write,
Don't wait for tomorrow-but do it tonight!"

The House of Quality-Established 1844

THE R. L. BRYAN CO.
Books, Stationery, Printing, Binding,
Office Furniture and Specialties
COLUMBIA, S. C.

~
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"Fort Hill," the John C. Calhoun Mansion
The John C. Calhoun Mansion, named Fort
Hill by Calhoun, is one of South Carolina's
shrines, and is visited yearly by hundreds of
persons from all over the state.
The mansion is situated south of and adjacent to the dormitories. The original building, called "Clergy Hall," was erected in the
year 1807 by the Rev. James McElhenny. The
home was acquired by John C. Calhoun in
1826, and occupied by him and his wife until
their deaths, whereupon the house passed into
the hands of Thomas G. Clemson, who had
married the daughter of John C. Calhoun.
Several pieces of furniture and other interesting and historical relics, formerly property
of the Calhouns and the Clemsons, are carefully preserved in the Mansion, where they may
be seen by visitors . Visitors are shown through
the old home by a descendant of John C.
Calhoun, during regular visiting hours. The
home is preserved by the College in accordance
with Mr. Clemson's will, and is the pride of
the cadet corps.
In the spring of 1936 a gigantic pageant of
ten episodes and eight hundred actors paid
tribute to Fort Hill; and the proceeds were
used to further preserve and beautify the old
heme.

Pendleton Oil Mill
Pendleton, S. C.
Cotton Seed Products
Fertilizer and Fertilizer
Materials

W
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HOSTESS
ICE CREAM

Greenville
Ice Cream Co.
711 West Washington Street
Greenville, S. C.
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The Alumni Association

Keeping the alumni in touch with each other
and with the college is the iob of the Clemson
Alumni Association, which is made up of graduates and former students of Clemson. The
Association maintains an office on the campus,
in which are kept records of the current and
past activities and addresses of each graduate
or former student.
Local chapters in principal towns in South
Carolina and larger cities of the nation assist
in kee1iing the alumni together. These are assisted through the Clemson office.
Annual meetings of the Association are held
at Clemson during the Commencement week in
June. Officers are elected at this time, and
class reunions are conducted at various places
on the campus. Officers of the Alumni Association for 1936 were W. D. Barnette, President; L. R. Booker and Frank Jervey, VicePresidents; J. H. Woodward, Secretary, and
Samuel W. Evans, Treasurer.
In recent years an Alumni Organization
entitled "The Iptay," has been formed, and
now contains over one hundred and sixty mem·
bers. It is a secret order, and although members are selected, the group is large enough
to contribute favorably to the welfare of the
College.

A postage stamp is a mighty small thing,
but it has achieved a wonderful success by
simply sticking to one thing until it got
there.

~
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Courses Offered

More than twenty courses of study are offered at Clemson College. These curricula !\re
organized under the various schools of the College. With t he exception of certain courses,
the entering student is required to select only
the broad field which includes the major course
he desires to pursue. Freshmen are enrolled
in Agriculture, Agricultural Engineering, Pre•
Forestry, Chemistry, Engineering, Architecture, General Science, Textiles, Vocational
Agricultural Education, Education (Teaching
of Science), and Industrial Education. A
choice between majors, such as between Ani•
ma! Husbandry and Agronomy, Electrical
Engineering and Mechanical Engineering, Tex•
tile Chemistry and Weaving and Designing,
may be made at a later time in the college
course.
THE CHALLEN GE
Now, what are you going to do to try to
develop yourself into the ideal man? It all
depends upon your idea of what the perfect
man is and what he does. May you have a
real idea and may you ever strive toward it.
May your standards for your ideal man be
raised as you appr oach them.

J. C. Penney Co.
Seneca, S. C.
' 'The Home of First Quality
Merchandise' '

BOOK II
Information for
CJreshmen
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CHARACTER AND CAREER

Broadly speaking, the question of results of
attending college presents itself in a twofold
aspect. First as to character and second as
to career. It is during your freshman year
that you should decide whether you shall make
for yourself a noble character, a great career,
or a combination of the two.
As to character: Are you going to live a
straight life? Are you going to reject every
kine! of deceit and untruthfulness? Are you
going to keep your tongue from evil, to speak
no slander or impurity, nor listen to it? Character is dependent upon such a decision, and it
takes a real man to choose. One's character is
also bound up with choice. Yes, some do drift
into their life's work. Still others are shoved
into it by parents or circumstances, or a combination of both. A few are born into their
work like kings . What is better than all thisOne can and one should choose his life's work.
Yet a well-chosen vocation is a weak asset
unless it be combined with a noble character.
l";haracter-the secret of statesmen and t.hP
patent of nobility in a gentleman. Men have
fought for it and women have died for it. What
shall you do?
A poet once wrote:"J:t.,or when the one great scorer comes
To write against your name,
He writes not what you won or lost,
But how you played the game."
Now is the time for you to begin building a
life---a life that will signify something and
hold a place in the memories of those who
knew you as a Clemson Cadet who possessed
l he greatest traits of mankind- CHARACTER
and CA REER.
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ADVICE TO FRESHMEN
Clemson welcomes you. As a member of the
Cadet corps, as a student, as a man, and as a
future leader of tomorrow.
You are entering a new field of endeavor
with many new experiences awaiting your
decision. This is to be a real test of your
manhood; for the law of life is "labor." Only
to those who strive come the three great keys
to success: physical, mental, and spiritual
training.

You will find many helpful friends at Clemson if you prove yourself worthy-the faculty,
the upperclassmen, the Clemson "Y," the
rel i11:ious organizations, and the churches.
Clemson welcomes you into a wonderful op1,ortunity with other men who are seeking the
same chance to learn by doing, "morning, noon,
and night, day in and day out, building character habits of correct thought and correct
action, and never giving U,P, striving not to
make the same el"J:Ol.' twice, \1Yer keeping in
mind the goal, a trained body, min<?, and soul,
ready to meet and cor,quer its battles of everyday living."
You are now entering the greatest P8.rt of
your educational career. You are placed on
your own from now Oh to make good--or fail.
The path will be hard and rough, and it will
take a man who can stand the gaff to stick
it out and make good.
But- why did you come to college anyway?
To beat out for four years and learn all the
habits that point towards failure? To learn
to make money? To get away from home? Or
to be a Hbig· shot" when you return home?"
Maybe you are just the opposite type of person
and came to learn, to widen your scope of
knowledge, broaden your horizon, develop culture and refinement, train yonr 1,hinking processes, increase your enr\ning capacities and
your opportunity for service.
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Wherever you stand, set your goal high and
do your utmost to reach it. Learn the traditions and customs of your college, and fall in
with the right crowd and make the next four
years the happiest, and most worthwhile years
of your life. The opportunity is yours- make
the best of it. Clemson offers you this opportunity- BE A GENTLEMAN.

TIPS TO THE FROSH
You haven't come here for a rest cure, dear
freshman. Clemson is not a country club.
Try plugging and spend four happy and useful
years here.
Clemson offers you many opportunities for
success, and blame for failure will be on you.
Your folks are sending you here with the be1ief that you will succeed. Do not disappoint
them.
Remember-studies come first. After that
you may find som~ s par e time. Do not waste
it. Go out for athletics if you are so inclined.
If you can sing, go ottt for the glee club or
quartet. Find some activity that will interest
you. The library is open all day and every
night. Go there and read if you wish. Then
take out books to be read in your room . Visit
tbe Y-you are always welcome there. Take
walks to points of interest on or n ear the
campus.
Here is a list of some of the things you
should familiarize yourself with while at college. See if you don't get more out of college
by putting them into practice.
1. Write home often.
2. Learn the traditions of the college.
3. Be courteous- it pays a good dividend.
4. Speak correctly; use clean speech in
conversation.
5. Cultivate a happy dis position; no one
likes a grouch.
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6. Protect your health by eating properly.
7. Observe good table manners.
8. Be appreciative and show your appreciation of little things.
9. Be self-dependent.
10. Study throughout the semester, so that
you won't have to cram for exams.
11. Be wide awake; weigh every statement
and give it proper value.
12. Avoid the accumulation of debts.
13. Keep an expenditure budget; learn the
value of a dollar.
14. Estimate habits of regularity and temperance.

15. Choose the right type of friends; "A man
is judged by the company he keeps."
16. Be honest, congenial, and willing to
learn ; nothing is given to you.
17. Think and work, the two main keys to
success.
18. BE A GENTLEMAN-the highest calling of man.

FRESHMAN NOTICE
Others Know That

HOKE SLOAN'S
is the place to buy

Shoes, Clothes, Shirts, and Hats
Up-to-date Gent's Furnishings at
the right price
An Old Clemson Man and 100%
for Clemson
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TO THE CLASS OF 1940

Dear Freshman:You, of the year 1936-37 will be beset by
problems which have confronted Clemson men
since the beginning of the school.
The professor and "old boys" have seen your
problem and a solution of it, either in their
own lives or in the life of someone whom
they have known rather intimately. You may
feel that the faculty and the upperclassmen
are rather distant, but, if you give them a
chance, you will find they are regu lar fellows,
men who are interested in your welfare and
more than glad to give you the be nefit of their
experiences . It is impossible for them to find
all your problems and give you advice when
you need it. Unless you go to them and ask
aid, they will not have the full opportunity of
helping you. You will have your problems
and difficulties, and it is best to be prepared.
Make acquaintances with the upperclassmen.
faculty members, campus pastors, Y 1;ecre •
taries, and others, and you will find that it is
eas ier to go to them when you need them
most.
One of the characteristics of a real man is
how he meets the problems in life. He must
be internally strong, willing and able to discriminate bet'"'reen relative values. You cannot prepare for the big tests by evasion, but
be ready to meet any confronting problem
squarely and fairly.
The reputation of the college rests not upon
the faculty but upon the graduates. Your
life is to be the judgment upon which some
will base the standing of the college. Yours
is a genuine responsibility. Don't fall down on
the job.
Make a survey of the campus and see what
it's like; it's your home for the next four
years . The Clemson campus is one of the pret-
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tiest in the South, and you should be proud of
it. The more you know about it, the more you
will be able to appreciate it.
You are to be in daily contact with over
1700 students, and it will be a problem as to
how you will treat your fellow man. Develop
your personality. It will pay you now and be
of inestimable value in the years to come.
Give something and you will always get something in return. You will get just as much
out of college as you put in it.
Play fairly and squarely with yourself, your
fellow man, and our God. If you do, you will
llnd the joy in living the full life. Remember:
'"The only true measure of success is the ratio
between what we might have been and done
on one hand, and the things we have made and
nccomplished for ourselves on the other."
Ilest of luck to you in your college life.
Clemsonly yours,
A Clemsonite.

I RESOLVE
To keep my health !
To do my work !
To live!
To see to it I grow and gain and give!
Never to look behind me for an hour!
To wait in weakness and to walk in power.
Ilut always fronting onward toward the light,
Always and always facing toward the right,
Robbed, starved, defeated, fallen, wide astrayOn with what strength I have
eack to the way !
-Charlotte Perkins Gilman.
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Y. M. C. A. ACTIVITIES
Located in the heart of the campus between
Main Building and the town proper is the
Clemson College Y. M. C. A. Building. Here,
dear freshmen, is a wonderful opportunity for
you to find something that you will enjoy doing
during your spare time. The Clemson Y has
a varied program, and numerous activities are
carried out during the school year and through
the summer months.
The freshmen forums organized on the company halls give you a chance to become actively
associated with the Y. You will be asked to
join one of these groups and to join it with
the fellowship found there. Here you have
a wonderful opportunity to develop your
qualities of leadership.
The freshman council, a group made up of the
most outstanding members of the freshmen
forums, is also sponsored hy the Y. This
council is organized the latter part of the first
semester and meets weekly in the Y. M. C. A.
Clubrooms.
The Y. M. C. A. Deputation Team offers you
an opportunity to express yourself both in
music and in speech to the various schools and
churches visited over the South throughout
the year. Freshmen are invited to try out
for the team.
Vesper services are held in the Y auditorium
every Sunday afternoon and night. You are
a lways welcome to these services. Travel reels
are run before and after the services. The
programs are uniquely arranged, having either
local or visiting speakers and musicians.
The Intramural Sports program is proving
quite popular on the Clemson campus. Here
you are offered an opportunity to engage in
more than twenty different sports, all of which
are under the direction and sponsorship of the
local Y association.
Regular week-end socials are sponsored by the
Y on Friday and Saturday nights. You are
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invited io attend all of these socials. Here
you have a chance to meet many of the campus
girls and girls from nearby towns and cities,
and at the same time become more closely associated with the cadets.
The pool, basketball courts, bowling alleys,
wrestling mats, are all for your use; so go
down and take advantage of this splendid opportunity.
A DREAM
Chisel in hand stood a sculptor boy
With his marble block before him,
And his face lit up with a gleam of joy
When his life dream passed before him.
He carved it well on the shapeless stone,
With many a sharp incision,
Thai angel dream he made his own,
His own that angel vision .
Sculptors of life are we as we stand
With our s ouls uncarved before us,
Waiting the time when at God's command
Our life dream shall pass o 'er us;
If we carve it well on the shapeless i;tone
With many a sharp incision,
That angel dream we make our own,
Our own that angel vision.
-George W . Doane.

G. F. Tolly and Son
ANDERSON

Funeral Directors
FREE AMBULANCE SERVICE
TRAINED NURSE ATTENDANT
Telephone 514
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A CADET'S TEN COMMANDMENTS
1. Thou shalt have no other Gods before me.

Thou shalt not in a far country forget the
God of thy fathers. He is on the campus even
as He is at home.
2. Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven
image. Neither anything else shalt thou worship-whether a social organization, athletic
interests, or any other form of outside collegiate
activity.
3. Thou shalt not take the name of the
Lord thy God in vain ; no, not even in minced
oaths.
4. Remember the Sabbath day to keep it
holy. Six days shalt thou labor and do all
thy work, all thy studies; fill the seventh with
those things acceptable to God.
5. Honor thy father and thy mother by holding fast to the best that they have taught
thee.
6. Thou shalt not kill hopes or ideals; no,
nor the reputation of the boy or girl with whom
you come in contact.
7. Thou shalt not commit adultery. Respect
the sacredness of love; regard it never lightly.
8. Thou shalt not steal either thy room
mate's or neighbor's time, ideas, work, or
friends.
9. Thou shalt not bear false witness against
thy neighbor, neither in thy room nor thy
society hall, nor anywhere else among thy
friends .
10. Thou shall not covet thy friend's clothes,
grades, social position, nor anything else that
thou hast not earned.
Written by a Simpson College Student.
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UNWRITTEN LAWS FOR A FRESHMAN
A Clemson Man :1. Speaks to every cadet and every professor at every opportunity.
2. Leaves the door open while in a room
where the occupants are out.
3. Leaves a note when he borrows something from another's room.
4. Never yells rude, insulting, or noisy remarks at girls passing in front of barracks,
and stays away from the windows when not
fully dressed .
5. Learns the college songs and yells as
soon as possible.
6. Thanks the driver of a car who has given
him a ride and offers to help the driver if he
has trouble while the cadet is with him .
7. Dresses neatly and is a gentlaman on
week-end leave, corps trips, and especially so
when he has on the college uniform .
8. Never "razzes" a referee or umpire.
9. Keeps quiet during intercollegiate boxing bouts.
10. Keeps silence when in the hospital and
library.
11. Never tampers with another's mail.
12. Never attempts to smoke at any unauthorized place on the campus.
13. Pays his debts at local stores.
14. Respects the principles and regulations of
the college.
15. Comes to attention and holds the salute
while the "Star Spangled Banner" or "To
The Colors" is being played if in the college
uniform, and if in civilian dress uncovers and
stands at attention.
16. Salutes an army or senior officer when
meeting him on the campus.
17. Never talks back or doubts an officer.
18. Is always honest in the class room, regardless of what he may see others doing.
19. Attends all athletic contests and follows
organized cheers of the cheer leaders.
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20. Respects the rights of others in the
theater by not talking and laughing at the
wrong time.
21. Realizes that someone is making a
sacrifice to give him the opportunity to be at
Clemson and consequently makes use of his
time to the best advantage by conscientious
work, whether it be his study time or his
leisure time; he both plays hard and works
hard.

LOYALTY
What would life be without loyalty? Loyalty is the finest fire in the human breast; it
a wards alike the humble and the great ; makes
the small man big and the big man bigger.
Take loyalty from the heart of a Saint and
you have the likeness of a devil.
The greatest thing in life is man's loyalty
to man; that heart quality of true manhood;
that innate stamp of fair play which prompts
us to hand out the square deal instead of the
double cross .

Bleckley Dry Cleaners
Dry Cleaning, Pressing and
Alterations
Phone 34-W
Call For and Delivery Service
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BOTTLED

Clean

Pure

Refreshing

It HAD to be good to
get where it is.
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PERSONNEL RECORD

There is a report kept in Registrar's office
quite different from that of you r grade record.
This is known as the personnel record and includes those traits which do not always show
on the class card . This record is compi led from
reports from the professors in the c1assroom
and the administrative ofTicials of the college.
When an employer comes to look for a man for
a particular job, ofttimes he is more interested
in this r ecord than in the grades a man has
made.
You are making your record at all times,
whether in the class room or on t he ath letic
field, at a lyceum performance or elsewher e .
Watch the record you make. You are the one
t hat determines what your record is to be like.
Clemson is anxious to make the world a better
place in which to live. You can do your little
part by making a good reco r d while attending
the college.

Our eleven years service has been made
possible through the patronage of this
college and its alumni

WE THANK YOU

The Office Equipment
W. G. KING, President

Phone 105

Greenville, S. C.
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A TRUE RECORD

If we would make our record true,
A few things we must learn to do,
Be honest with ourselves and others,
And learn to honor our fathers and mothers.
We must keep our language pure,
Omitting whiskey to be sure;
In mind and body, and spirit too,
We must be clean and learn to do
The things that bring us health and wealth,
And give us all respect for self.

Our fellow-man let us love,
And trust in God and heaven above;
And lead a life of good influence,
To give our fellow•man assurance.
-Louis G. Kelly.

Compliments

of

JEFFERSON HOTEL
Columbia, S. C.

BOOK III
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THE COLLEGE
Location

Clemson A. & M. College, at Clemson, S. C.,
nestles in the foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains in northern Oconee County. The College
is located on the old Fort Hill homestead of
John C. Calhoun, famous South Carolina statesman, within an hour's journey of Greenvi1le
and Anderson, S. C.
The campus, comprising over 200 acres n.nd
laid out in walks, drives, and lawns, has an
elevation of 800 feet above sea level, and com·
mands an excellent view of the mountains t<
the north and west, some of which rise tL,
an altitude of over five thousand feet, and can
be seen on a clear day over thirty-five miles
away.

Through Clemson pass State Highways 13
and 24, and a bus service is maintained which
operates daily at regular intervals. A mile
from Clemson is Calhoun, a station on the
Southern Railway, while the Blue Ridge Line
stops at Pendleton, four miles from the College.
Thus, while Clemson may seem to be in a remote corner of the state, it is in reality in
excellent connection with South Carolina and
adjoining states.

THE COLLEGE
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Brief History
In 1889, the General Assembly of South
Carolina accepted the bequest of Thomas G.
Clemson. This bequest set aside the bulk of
the Clemson estate for the founding of a scientific and technical college. The institution
was also established under the Morrill LandGrant Act passed by the National Congress in
18G2. Clemson College, therefore, is the Agricultural and Mechanical College of · South Carolina and is a member of the national system of
Land-Grant Colleges and Universities.
To quote the Clemson will in part:
" . . . . The desire to establish such a school
or college as I have provided for in my said last
will and testament, has existed with me for
many years past, and many years ago I determined to devote the bulk of my property
to the establishment of an Agricultural School
or College. To accomplish this purpose is now
the one great desire of my life . . . . "
Clemson's will provided for the location of
the college, a bequest of a large sum of money,
which, considering the purchasing power at
the time, probably has been only a few times
exceeded in a public benefaction in South Carolina, and for a board of Trustees of seven
members.
The College was formally opened in July,
lb93, with an enrollment of 446 students. The
first graduating exercises were held in December, 1896, with a graduating class numbering
thirty-seven.
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Use

SELIG'S QUALITY
PRODUCTS
Disinfectants
Insecticides
Liquid Toilet Soap
Liquid Scrub Soap
Floor Waxes and Polishes

THE SELIG CO.
ATLANTA

Manufacturers
' ' In Your Service Since 1896 "
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The Barracks
The cadet barracks comprise three large
brick buildings, called by the cadets First,
Second, and Third Barracks. which are steam
heated, electriaally lighted, and abundantly
supplied with hot and cold water. The four
hundred and fifty rooms in these barracks are
furnished with single width iron cots and other
necessary appointments.
The barracks or dormitories are divided into
'·halls" for military purposes, a unit being
assigned to a hall under the supervision of
cadet company commanders. A Guard Room
is located in the First Barracks, and cadet officers remain on duty here both day and night
for purposes of delivering messages, etc., to the
students.
In the basement of Barracks No. 1 are the
college dining or mess hall and kitchen, which
are under the supervision of the college mess
officer. All students Jiving in barracks eat in
the mess hall. Also contained in this basement
are the offices of the TIGER and th~ TAPS,
the College newspaper and the cadet annual.
At the time of this writing, there is . under
construction near Riggs Field a new set of
dormitories, which are being built by the
WP A. These barracks will consist of four
units of fifty rooms each, and will house around
two hundred cadets. It is expected that the
new buildings will be ready for occupancy in
,he fall.
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The Library Building

The Library Building, one of the first buildings seen when entering the campus, houses
the main library of the college and the experiment station library. It contains approximately twenty thousand volumes and ten thousand
public documents and government publications,
besides most of the important periodicals and
newspapers.
To Roger Bacon is credited the true saying,
"Reading maketh a full man." It is a well
known fact that the extent and depth of the
knowledge gained by the student in any one
subject will definitely depend on the amount
of reference, parallel, and collateral material
which he obtains from his Library. The
Clemson College Library tries to aid the student in carrying out this aim, and succeeds
in a great many cases; the amount of aid it
can render depends to a large extent on the
student. The Library is, and has always stood,
in a prominent position on the campus. In the
Library the student, if he has a mind to and
the will to, can find the thought of the greatest
minds of all times, the brain-children of men
who have pushed the world forward.
Make the Library a habit. The Library card
which is given you by the Librarian contains
many spaces to record the borrowing of books ;
fill these spaces. Use the Library to its fullest
advantage. Become Library-conscious.

THE COLLEGE

LIBRARY BUILDING
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The Agricultural Building

At the time of this writing, Clemson College
has no agricultural hall. but in the last two
years a loan has been secured from the WPA,
and an agricultural building is fast being constructed. A large part of the agricultural
teaching has been done in the Dairy Building,
in the Chemistry Building, in the Administration Building, and in the Library. The new
building which is being constructed will relieve
the crowded conditions in the above-mentioned
buildings, and will centralize the agricultural
instruction.
$400,000 was borrowed from the Government
for the new Agricultural Hall, and it is being
erected in the rear of the Library by the WP A.
[n appearance the new structure will resemble
the Engineering Building, and will consist of
three floors and a basement.

ANEW DEAL
A NEW PLAN
PAY CASH
A nd buy the best for less

Abbott Furniture Co.
SENECA, S. C.
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The Engineering Building
Located at the end of the long paved walk
from the south entrance of the Administration
Building is the Engineering Building, a modernized, fireproof structure. In this spacious building are well-equipped classrooms, drawing
rooms, and laboratories for the Architectural
and Engineering students.
In the "Engine House," as it is called by
the students, is found on the first floor the
Dean ·s office and the Engineering Library;
there are also several class-rooms and laboratories, which are used mainly by the Electrical
Engineering students. On the second floor can
be seen the Archictectural drawing and exhibit rooms, and the work room of Abraham
Davidson, Clemson student-sculptor, who has
just finished a statue of Thomas G. Clemson.
On the third story, in addition to the many
classrooms, is located the Auditorium, wherein
many lectures and educational motion pictures
and slides are presented. In the basement are
housed the Civil and Mechanical Engineering
laboratories.
In rear of the Building are the Shops, which
consist of three units: the woodshop, the
foundry, and the machine shop. In all of these
departments students receive practical instruction in wood and metal work.
In the spring of 1936, during the last school
session, and Engineering-Architecture Day attracted thousands of visitors from all over the
state, as many interesting exhibits were shown,
illustrating the work done in the Engineering
Building.
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The Dairy Building
T h e Dairy Build in g is s ituated in rea r of t he
L ib r ary and n ear t he Agr icultural Bu ild ing
which is being constructed at the time of th is
wri ting. In t h is build ing, w h ich consists of
t hree floors a nd a basement, are situated the
da iry classrooms a nd la boratories. an d t he
agricultu ral economics classrooms.
O n t h e first floor of this bui lding are classrooms a n d instructors' and professors' offices.
On the second floor t he same arrangement is
to be found. I n t he basement is the creamery
department a nd laboratories. In the cream ery
depa r tment dairy products for comm er cia l
campus uses, such as butter, cheese, ice cream,
c ream, milk, and buttern1 ilk, a re prepared. In
the laboratories milk is tested for food val ue,
etc.
In t he Da iry Bu ildi n g a r e taug ht Dair y ing,
H orticulture, Genetics, Pou ltry Husbandr y,
An imal H usbandry, Ru r a l Econom ics 11nd
Sociology, and Farm Management.

1904

Thirty-two Years
Honorable Service

1936

BALLENGER HARDWARE CO.
Sporting Goods, Cutlery, Glass, China,
Aluminum Ware, etc.
Agency Dupont Paints, Oliver and International • Harvester Co., Farm Implements.
Heatrolas, Goodyear Tires, G. E. and
Norge Refrigerators, Sherwin Williams Paints, Atwater Kent Radios.
Phone 6
Seneca, S. C.
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The Textile Building
The Clemson College Textile Building is
situated between the barracks and the Y. M. C.
A., and is built to resemble an ordinary textile
mill. The Building consists of two floors, a
basement, and a government laboratory addition in the rear . The cornerstone of this buildini:: was laid in 1898.
Contained in the first floor of the Textile
Building are Government Textile Extension
offices, the carding and spinning rooms, and
several classrooms. On the second floor can
be found the weaving department, laboratories
and classrooms, while the basement contains
the Textile Chemistry Department, comprised
of dyeing and fabric analysis laboratories.
During the past year the U. S. Government
has established a cotton -testing laboratory in
the rear of the Textile Building. This unit is
one of two in the United States, the other
being located in Texas. In this laboratory can
be found the most modern of testing equipment.

The machines which are used in the textile
courses, while not the most modern to be had,
are quite representative of the types to be found
in the mills, and offer to the student the same
principles of textile machinery which he will
~ncounter in his work.

~
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The Chemistry Building
T h e Chemistry Unit is composed of two buildings, located diagonally to each other between
the Engineer ing and the Administration Buildings, and opposite the Calhoun Mansion.
The oldest unit, which was erected in 1890.
contains the office of the Dean of the Chemistry
Department, the offices of several of the pro fessors. lecture rooms and laboratories, and
the office and laboratory of the Fer t ilizer
Analysis Depar tment of the South Carolina
Fertilizer Boar d. Here samples taken from
fert ilizers throughout South Carol ina are sent
for testing and approval.
The other unit, built in 1900, contains fo r
the most part laboratories for first-year and
advanced Chemistry students. There are a lso
several lecture-rooms and professors' offices.
In the basement of th is unit are housed the
supplies, etc., for the Chemistry Department,
while the other laasement contains laboratories
of the Agricultural Chemistry students.

Belton Bottling Co.
Belton, S. C.
'' Declare yourself a Dividend"
Drink

3 Centa
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COL. CHARLES W. WEEKS
Commandant

THE MILITARY

ARMY DISCIPLINE
"The discipline that makes the soldiers of
a free country reliable in battle is not to be
gained by harsh or tyrannical treatment. On
the contrary such treatment is far more likely
to destroy than make an army. It is possible to
impart instruction and to give commands in
such a manner and in such a tone of voice as
to inspire in the soldier no feeling but an intense desire to obey . The one mode or the
other of dealing with subordinates springs from
a corresponding spirit in the breast of the commander. He who feels the respect that is due
to others cannot fail to inspire in them the
regard for himself, while he who feels, and
hence manifests, disrespect towards others,
especially his inferiors, cannot fail to inspire
hatred against himself."
(Quoted by Major-General John M. Schofield, in an address to the U. S . Corps of
Cadets, August 11, 1877.)

~
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RESERVE OFFICER'S TRAINING CORPS
All physically acceptable Freshmen and
Sophomores are required to take the basic
course of military Science and Tactics, except
those who are excused by the President of the
College or the Professor of Military Science
and Tactics . Academic credits are awarded
each semester for the work in the Military Department.
Those Juniors who are selected as eligible to
prepare for commissions in the Officer's Reserve Corps may elect to take advanced courses
in the Military Department, which continues
through the Senior year. Students taking
these courses become the higher ranking cadet
non-commissioned officers and officers of the
cadet
Brigade. The
Federal
Government
makes each student an allowance for uniform
credit plus a compensation for daily duties in
addition to the summer encampment at Fort
McClellan between the Junior and Senior years.
The Reserve Officer's Training Corps was
established at the college under the provisions
of the National Defense Act, which was
passed by Congress soon after the close of the
World War. It is designed to provide a reserve of educated men, trained in Military
Science and Tactics, to officer and lead intelligently the units of the large armies upon
which the safety of the country may depend
in time of national emergency. However,
enrollment in the R.0 .T.C. embraces no addi-
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tional obligation of service in such an emergency over that of any other citizen.
Last year approximately 1200 students made
up the R.O.T.C. Regiment, which was com•
posed of three batallions of four companies
each plus the Band, Bugle Corps and Service
Company.
Keen competition between the various units
keeps up a fine spirit and builds up what is
commonly known as "School spirit.'' The Brigade as organized here is a fair cross section
of the student body and holds it together as n0
other organization on the campus does.
Thousands attend the dress parades held on
Howman Field each year.

SUMMER CAMP

At the close of each session in school in
June the members of the Junior class who are
enrolled in the Reserve Officer's Training Corps
go to the various Government camps for a sixweeks period of special training provided by
the War Department for R.O.T.C. Students.
These camps are closely supervised and furnish
an excellent opportunity for the cadet to get
a pleasant vacation and meet many college
men from other parts of the country. Trans•
port.ation, meals, housing, medical attention,
uniforms, and pay are furnished by the government for this period. The Infantry unit at
Clemson attends the camp at Anniston, Alabama, each summer.

JOHN F. DUNLAP
Brigade Commander

ARTHUR SPEER
Brigade Executive
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DIRECTORY OF STUDENT OFFICERS
Brigade Colonel ___ _ ___________ J. F. Dunlap
Brigade Executive (Lt. Col.) ____ __W. A. Speer
Regimental ColonP.l __ _ ____ ______ Wm. Folk,
W. A. Lawton
Regimental Executive (Lt. Col.) . H. F. Sander,
T. I. Martin
Batallion Lieut. Colonel __ J. G. Prestwood,
M. I. Shuford, H. W. Smith, C. G. White
Brigade Adjutant (Captain) __ W. T. McClure
Regimental Adjutant (Capt.) ___ R. A. Carter,
W. M. Gordon
Batallion Executive (Capt.) __
H. P. Bacot,
M. J. Beam, W. K. Lewis, W. R. English
Batallion Adjutants (1st Lt.) _ J. N. Berry,
H. D. Lewis, H. E. Massingale, V. M.
Shell
Company Commanders (Captain) C. 0. Browning.

P.
H.
J.
J.

M. Buckner
W. L. Cheatham
S. J. Craig
E. Cochran
Davis
E. C. Heikilla
W. Jones
B. T. Lanham
R. E. LeRoy
R. Lemon
W. E. Mullinax
J. J. Moorhead
W. M. Rodgers _
J. T. Reames
E. L. Shuler
H. K. Segars
Brigade Sergeant Major ________ R. L. Farmer
Regimental Sgt. Major ________ F. L. Bell,
H. G. Stokes
Batallion Sgt. Major ___
__ W. R. Cheves,
J. N. King, P. B. Peabody, J. L. Settles
Color Sergeants __
_ A. E. Stalvey,
B. S. Jordan

ro
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MILITA RY STAFF

Commandant __________ Col. Chas. W . Weeks
P. M . S. & T. _________ Col. Chas. W. Weeks
Adjutant __ _ _______ Major A. H. Dumas
Instructor M. S. & T .
Major G. L. Ramsey
Instructor M. S.& T. _ Major D. E. Barnett
Instr uctor M. S. & T. Major R. F. Walthour
Instructor M . S. & T. Major J. P. Gammon
Instructor M. S . & T.
____ Staff Sgt. G. E.
Naramor
Instructor M. S. & T. Sgt. H . W. Wilkerson
Instructor M.S. & T.
_ Sgt. K. R. Helton

O'NEAL - WILLIAMS
COMPANY
Greenville, S. C.

Sporting Goods
and Radio
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ARMY COMMISSIONS
Under the Act of Congress, approved June
4, 1920, for making further and more effective
provisions for the national defense, commissions in the grade of second lieutenant in the
United States Army are now made:
(1) from graduates of the United States
Military Academy.
(2) from warrant officers and enlisted men
of the Regular Army between the ages
of 21 and 30.
(3) from Reserve officers and from officers,
warrant officers, and enlisted men of the
National Guard, members of the enlisted
Reserved Corps, and graduates between
the ages of 21 and 30 years, of technical
institutions approved by the Secretary
of War.
Graduates who have completed the time required by the Reserve Officer's Training Corps
regulations are eligible upon recommendation
of the Professor of Military Science and Tactics
for assignment as second lieutenants in the
Regular Army , when vacancies occur, subject
to physical examination only.
Graduates are also eligible to enter the Army
Air Corps as flying cadets of the United States
Acadamies at Kelly Field or Randolph Fields,
in Texas, or Langley Field in Florida. They
are exempt from all examinations but the
physical examinations.

n
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OUR MILITARY RECORD

Clemson has the largest infantry unit of
any R.O.T.C. College in the United States.
Today Clemson ranks among the highest in
both its military and academic lines of instruction . Since the first graduating class
went out from Clemson, the Alumni and cadets
have played prominent parts in the history of
the state, and many have played important
parts in the history of the nation. Their
services were invaluable during the greatest
conflict of times-the World War. The list of
officers that fell during that great war is an
honor roll that any institution should well be
proud of. Clemson men have fought for the
state and nation on the field of battle, they
have fought for the state and nation in time
of peace, and they are still fighting, and will
continue to do so in the years to come, for
the good of the state and the nation.
The training given the Cadets at Clemson has
received the heartiest commendation of the
U. S. War Department, which for many years
has rated the institution as a "Distinguished
College," receiving the rating of "Excellent"
at the annual Spring Inspections conducted
by the War Department. The value of this
training to the country is recognized by the
government, which furnishes expensive equipment, and details competent army officers for
the instruction of the cadets in the Infantry
of the Reserve Officer's Training Corps. The
value of this instruction in the duties of the
soldier, the science of war, the evolution of the
line, and the duties of commissioned officers, is
Hhown by the actions of the men in actual
combat.
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This education fits Clemson men to perform
skillfully and justly all the offices of a citizen,
both private and public, in time of peace and
in time of war. The regu lar habits and the attention to duty, the obedience to authority, and
the Jove of order instilled into the cadets
enable them to live lives of value and worth
to mankind. Clemson has certainly had every
reason to be proud of her Alumni.
FORMATIONS

Squad-8 men ______ __________ __ Corporal
Section-3 squads __ ----· ______ _ Sergeant
Platoon- 2 sections -· ___________ Lieutenant
Company- 3 platoons ____ __ _ ____ . Captain
llattalion- 5 companies, Major or Lieut.-Colonel
Regiment- 3 battalions ____
__ Colonel
Brigad e-2 regiments __ __ Brigadier General
Divis ion- I artillery and
2 brigades __ __ __ ___ Major General
Army Corps- 2 to 4 divisions
Major General or Lieut. General.
Army- all fie ld armies in the
order of operations __ _ ___ General

PEARCE-YOUN G-ANGEL CO.
Wholesale

Fruits and Produce
Modern Cold Storage
Distributors of Budweiser Beer
P hones 886 & 887

Greenville, S. C.
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COLLEGE UNIFORM

Uniform " A"-(Full dress)
Blouse, gray
trousers, black shoes, white gloves, white
shirt, black four-in-hand tie, white waist
and cross belts, authorized medals and badges.
Sam Brown belt and red sash to be worn by
cadet officers. Boots.
spurs, and gray
breeches to be worn by Cadet field officers,
staff and company commanders.
Uniform "B"-Same as "A" except that white
duck trousers will be substituted for gray
and white cap covers for caps will be worn.
Uniform "C"-Same as "A" except that white
duck trousers will be substituted for gray
and the white cross belts and white gloves
and red sashes will not be worn.
Uniform "D"-Blouse, gray trousers , cap,
white shirt, black four-in-hand tie, black
leather waist belt, authorized medals, Sam
Brown belt for officers. Boots, spurs, and
gray breeches may be worn by cadet field
officers.
Uniform 11 E"-(Dress) Blouse, gray trousers,
cap, gray shirt, black four-in-hand tie,
black leather waist belt. Sam Brown belt
may be worn by cadet officers.
Uniform "F"-Gray shirt, gray trousers, cap,
black four-in-hand tie, black web waist belt.
Cadet officers will wear Sam Brown belt
with this uniform only w hen on duty.
Uniform "G"-(Fatigue) Union-alls or the old
olive drab uniform or any parts of same.
NOTE :- This uniform will be changed for
that required for the day as soon as the
cadet wearing same has completed his work
or instruction and returned to barracks.
Uniform "H" (Athletic) shall consist of any
athletic uniform suitable for the time and
the occasion. Athletic medals to be worn
when paraded in the uniform.
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INSIGNIA OF CADET OFFICERS (Blouses)
Cadet

Colonel ____________________ 6
(silver eagle)
Lieutenant Colonel (x) ____________ 6
(silver oak leaf)
Major
__________________ 5
(gold oak leaf)
Regimental Adjutant_ ______________ 4
(4 arcs)
Battalion Adjutant _______________ 3
(3 arcs)
Captain _________________________ 4
Lieutenant ______________________ 3
Regimental Sgt. Major ____________ 2
(3 arcs)
Regimental Supply Sgt. ______ ___ 2
(3 bars)
Battalion Sgt. Major ______________ 2
(2 arcs)
First Sergeant
2
(lozenge)
Color Sergant
2
(star)
Supply Sergeant _
2
(1 bar)
2
Line Sergeant
(upper arm)
2
Corporal
(lower arm)

chevr ons
chevrons
chevrons
chevrons
chevrons
chevrons
chevrons
chevrons
chevrons
chevrons
chevrons
chevrons
chevrons
chevrons
chevrons

Adams-Smith Chevrolet Co.
SENECA, S. C.

Sales and Service

.~
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King's Laundry, Inc.
SENECA, S. C.

•

--·-

Dry Cleanin~ and Laundry
Phone N o. 231

Perry-Mann Electric Co.
COLUMBIA, S. C.
Distributors of

General Electric Radios,
Appliances and
Construction Supplies

WILLIAM FOLK
Regimental Colonel

WINSTON LAWTON
Regimental Colonel
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INSIGNIA OF CADET OFFICERS (Shirts)
Cadet Colonel __________ ____ _ _ 3 diamonds
Lieut. Colone l ________ __ _____
2 diamonds
Major ____ _ _____________________ l diamond
Captain _ _
_ _______________ 3 buttons
First Lieutenant _____ ___
2 buttons
Second Lieutenant
__ l button
Regimental Sgt. Major ___ _
3 stripes
(3 arcs)
Regimental Supply Sergeant
_ 3 stripes
(3 bars)
Battalion Sgt. Major _______
3 stripes
(2 arcs)
Color Sergeant____ ____
__ _ ___ 3 stripes
(star)
First Sergeant____ __
3 stripes
(lozenge)
Supply Sergeant __
_
3 stripes
(1 bar)
Line Sergeant__________________
__ 3 stri pes
Corporal _____
_ __________ __
_ 2 stripes

SENECA HARDWARE CO.
Across the street from the
Picture Show
Mill Supplies, Builders' Hardware,
China, Glassware, Electrical Supplies,
Kitchen Ware, BPS Paints, Sporting
Goods.
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THE Y. M. C. A. BUILDING

The Clemson College Young Men's Christian
Association Building was erected in 1915 with
the aid of the Rockefeller foundation 50,000.
the Board of Trustees S15,000, and ·,he student
body S10,000. Through the efforts of those
interested in the building, Clemson today has
one of the most modernly equipped Y. M. C. A.
Buildings in the country and one which is
indeed an asset to the student body and the
faculty.
The basement floor houses the recreation activities of the association, the cafe and the
barber shop. Many students find it advanta
geous to spend many of their leisure hours
here in the swimming pool, playing basketball,
volleyball, hand ball, in the bowling alley and
elsewhere.
In the right wing of the main floor are the
pool tables and the Y candy shop. Just in
rear of the center lobby is the auditorium.
Here are shown daily tbe most recently released
1>ictures at very reasonable prices. Up-to-dale
Western Electric talking picture equipment is
installed here for this pur1>ose. On the left
of the main lobby are the club rooms which are
used weekly for various forms of social gath
erings and entertainments by both students and
faculty.
Through the facilities of the recently installed electric pickup, an amplifier and several
large speakers are provided plenty of volume
to music for the socials sponsored each week•
end. The top floor of the building houses •
number of convienent and comfortable rooms
for students and others desiring to stay there.
The Y Building is one of the most beautiful
and useful buildings on the campus. It is
there in an air of informality and friendliness
that people like to meet. You will always find
a sympathetic person at the desk willing to
help you in any way possible.

Y. M. C. A. BUILDING

~
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GREETINGS

To you men that have elected to enter Clemson in September '36 I wish to extend in behalf
of the Y. M. C. A. a most hearty welcome and
best wishes for a successful college career.
You probably won't fully realize it as you
adjust yourself to the new environment, but
you will have to make numerous important
decisions , and face many temptations both good
and bad. My advice to you is to be very
careful at first, for the habits that you form
this year may either make or break you before
you graduate. So many boys let college life
literally sweep them off their feet. It is my
hope that you will remember and bear in mind
those things that meant most to you at home,
or what we say are the finer things of life.
Really, there is not so much to college after
all, for aren't we all simply working together
to train and develop our minds, strengthen and
improve our convictions and attitudes, or in
general learn how to get the most out of life 1
Let's pull together and really put ourselves
to the job of making our lives on the Clemson
campus truly wholesome and serviceable.
Come down to the "Y" any time and enjoy
with us the many privileges it offers Clemson
cadets and their friends. Don't look for a
latch string, for the doors of the "Y" are al•
ways open.

Sincerely yours for a better Class of '40.
W. M. Simpson,
President.

Student Officers
W. M. Simpson ·----- ----- - ---President
C. A. Gray ________ __ ____ _______ Vice-president
W. M. Rodgers ____ __ ____ __ Secretary-treasurer

W. M. SIMPSON
President Y. M. C. A.

C. A.GRAY
V-President Y. M. C. A.

.....
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HISTORY OF THE Y. M. C. A.
The Young Men's Christian Association bad
its origin in one man, Sir George Williams of
London, in the yeai· 1844. Feeling the need
of dai!y prayer and spiritual uplift to such a
.- trong degree, Sir George Williams called his
friends together each morning for a few
minutes of vrayer and praise service. Thus
the "Y" ::;tarted, and since that <late it has
rnade a 8teady growth, each year being better
able to serve the cause of humanity and to
aid in the spr,aad of the doctrines and teachings of Jesus Christ. Today the organization
e;:circles the globe, daily bringing together
young men and boys into a brotherhood which
keeps alive the spirit of Christ.
In order that the young men in the colleges
of the world might keep in closer touch with
things "spiritual "' and that the Christ:an
Spirit might reign in the hearts of :;tudents
everywhere, the Student Young Men's Chris•
tian Association, a branch of the Y. M. C. A.,
has been established. Clemson College is a
member of this powerful organization. The
control of the affairs of the Association i3
placed in the hands of the students themselves for the purpose of training them in the
qualities of Christian leadership, with a general secretary to oversee the work and advise.
The realization of the purpose and principles of
this student organization depends upon the interest and the wholehearted support of all students, for it is strictly their organization.
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PURPOSE
The Young Men's Christian Association is a
student organization which seeks constantly to
encourage wholesome Christian living. It
stands for the unity of spirit, mind, and body,
under the personality and teachings of Jesus.
On the college campus the "Y" plans its work
with the idea of keeping the Christian ideals
alive and providing a medium of expression
for the student's religious and humanitarian
nature. It does not attempt to force its ideals
upon anyone, but rather to make them available with the hope that an increasing number
of students will associate themselves with the
program, both for their own development and
for the services they may render to others .

CHIEF AIMS OF Y. M. C. A.
1. To lead young men to faith in God through
Jesus Christ.
2. To lead them into membership and service
in the Christian church.
3. To promote their growth in Christian faith
and character, especially in the study of the
Bible and daily prayer.
4. To influence them to devote themselves in
united effort with all Christians to make the
will of God effective in human society and to
extend the Kingdom of God throughout the
world.
5. To strive to serve all the students in the
best way possible and uphold the ideals and
policies of the institution which it serves.

r:
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The Fort Hill Depository
Complete Banking Facilities Except
Loans

Fort Hill Federal Savings and
Loan Association
Long term loans at low cost. Savings
plans for monthly investment; All
savings fully insured up to $5000
Dividend rate 4 %
Offices in Masonic Bldg., Clemson, S. C.
For further information see
F. C. ANDERSON

A complete line of Building Material
from the cellar through to the roof.

Nimmons-Adams Lumber Co.
SENECA, S. C.
Quality-Service-Price
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SERVICE TO STUDENTS
The Clemson "Y" is first and foremost a
serving organization. Christ said: "I am
among you as one that serveth." Clemson
feels that the Y. M . C. A. carries out the
Christian ideal if it serves the cadets in any
way possible. The varioi.:s duties performed
by the members of the cabinet and the officers,
working with the staff of the association, are
part of the · 'Y" program. The sp iritual train ing · is the biggest service tendered, for t he
"Y" takes a lmost complete charge of t h is
service to the college. The association transacts a tremendous volume of business . A
four-story building, housing more than thirty
roon1s and apartments, a small gymnasium,
an exercise room, swimming pool, cafe, barber
shop, theater . a spacious lobby, dressing rooms,
club rooms, and rest rooms make up the general bllilding facilities offered by the Clemson
"Y." By making the Y. M . C. A. your own
and calling on it for little kindnesses you will
reap untold benefits.
A GOOD HABIT
You brought your Bible to Clemson w ith
you? Then read it. The Bible is strengthening and is a guide in the paths of righteousness. Read it every night and you will become a greater man.
Cab inet
W. M. Simpson ___________________ President
C. A. Gray ___________________ . Vice President
W. M. Rodgers ___
_ __________ Secretary
B. T. Lanham
D. E. Hudgins
J. L. Cox
J. F. Norris
E. D. Wells
C. C. Frye
A. C. Payne
L. E. T errell
J . W. Adams
G. C. Paulsen

7
~
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ASSOCIATION

In seeking to accomplish the purpose for
which the Association was organized, the full
needs of the whole man are recognized. All
normal healthy developments of Cadet life are
regarded as sacred and contributing to the
ultimate aim of human I ife. To neglect a
proper development along all lines of student
endeavor leads to a one-sided 'education. Therefore the Clemson Y. M. C. A. seeks to aid in
every phase of activity that is helpful and
educational.
The Clemson Y. M. C. A. sponsors religious
work, social activities, sports, and recreation.
In the religious work of the Association there
is a vesper service each Sunday afternoon and
night, using deputation teams from many other
colleges and speakers from the campus and
surrounding towns. If there is an opportunity
for the Y to have as a speaker anyone who is
visiting on the campus who can make a real
contribution to the service, we are always glad
to use such a speaker. Another very important
phase of the religious work is to send to high
schools, colleges, and churches in South Carolina
and in neighboring states our deputation
teams. Each year a number of Clemson t)tudents participate in conferences such as the
southern student conference at Blue Ridge,
N. C., and the officers training conferences in
this state. Evening Watch groups have regular
meetings on the company halls each night under
the leadership of student Y. M. C. A. members.
These along with Freshman Forums, class
councils, informal discussions, and week.end
retreats for these particular groups constitute
much of the religious work of the Association.
The intramural sports program has proven
one of the great assets of the college in the
last few years. This program is under the direction of the Y. M. C. A. and is receiving the
full cooperation of the college administration
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and of t he stu dents . Students taking an active
part in this program realize more real good
from it than from any other form of recreation offered at the college. Here the student
trains him se l f phys ically, mentally, morally,
and socia l'y.
Cadet committees working under the leadership cf the employed staff and the p1•esident of
t he association handle many of t he undertakings
of the organization. These committees help
to inculcate into the minds of students that the
Y is essent ia lly a student affair and that its
success depends upon their support a nd cooperat:on.

LIVE FOR FAITH
So he died for his fa it h, that is fine;
More than most of us do.
But stay, can you add to that line
That he lived for it too?
In his death he bore witness at last
As a martyr to truth.
Di<l his life do t he sam e in the past
From the days of his youth?
- E rnest H. Crosby.

Community

Store

Where service and quality rules
CLEMSON, S. C.
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MAJOR S. M. MARTIN
Chairman Advisory Board

S.
E
S.
J.
J.
J.

Y. M. C. A.
PERSONNEL OF ORGANIZATION
Advisory Board
M. Martin ___________ _
Chairman
Ex Officio
W. Sikes
W. M. Simpson
B. Earle
B . B. Burley
C. Littlejohn
G. H. Aull
E. Hunter.
B. 0. Williams
B. Doithit
P. B. Holtzendorff

Employed Officers
P. B. Holtzendorff __________ General Secretary
J. Roy Cooper _____________ Associate Secretary
Mrs. Leila McCaw ____________ Office Secretary
Freddie Kirchner ____________ Physical Director
W. S. Crawford _____________ Social-Freshman
Nash Gray _________________________ Projection
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THE Y. M. C. A . CABIN
There is possibly not another place on the
college campus as well located as that of the
Clemson College Young Men's Christian Association Cabin down near the Seneca River.
Uniquely situated on the bend of the river and
just over the hill in rear of the Athletic Building out of sight of the college, it seems that
you are miles away from the college itself with
all its hurry and turmoil.
Sorely feeling the need of such a place several
years ago, the Clemson Y. M. C. A. secured
enough funds for the erection of the Cabin.
Last year the finishing touches were made to
the Cabin and it is an up-to-date little Cabin .
Th is Cabin was built largely by voluntary
work of the students under the direction of
J. Roy Cooper. Several members of the Alumni
Association aided financially in the construction of the Cabin.
Here in the quietness and stillness of the
evenings many of the Cabinet and council
meetings are held. A number of informal socials have been conducted here during the past
few years. It also furnishes a quiet place for
study, for both the freshmen and the old boys.
There is nothing on the college campus that is
more inspiring than a campfire program conducted here on the banks of the Seneca River.
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P. B. HOLTZENDORFF
General Secretary

J. ROY COOPER
Associate Secretary
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DEPUTATION TEAM

The Clemson College Y. M. C. A. Deputation
Team is composed of students who have the
ideals of Jesus Christ for their goal and who
are interested in telling others about Christ.
By means of our deputation team we have a
real opportunity to make the principles of Jesus
known through our efforts to sing, speak, or
play some musical instrument.
The Clemson deputation teams go into high
schools, churches, and colleges throughout
the state and give religious programs. The
presentation of these programs provides the
student who assists in putting them on, an
excellent opportunity to form valuable and
lasting friendships as well as to do good in
many ways.
W. M. Rodgers, Chairman.
L. E. Terrell, Asst. Chairman.

QUALITIES FOR A LEADER

I . Character, 2. Youthful sympathy, 3. Constructive imagination, 4. Engineering skills, 5.
Persistence, 6. Energy, 7. Progressiveness, 8.
Use judgment, 9. Loyalty, 10. Poise, 11 . Confidence, 12. Social sensitiveness, 13. Love
people, 14. Love play.

"If all folks in the United States would do
a few simple things they know they ought to
do, most of our big problems would take care
of themselves."-Calvin Coolidge.
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FRESHMAN WORK

It has been the custom of the Y. M. C. A. to
have a get-acquainted-day sometime in August
each year. The purpose of having the new
students come for that day is to have them get
acquainted with each other and with some of
the people on the campus before they come for
the opening of the regular session.
Immediately after the college opens, the
churches of the campus have an open house for
all scudents. and the students of each denomination are invited to attend the open house of their
denomination. Usually on the first week-end
after the new students arrive, there is a stunt
night for freshmen, and that program is put
on almost entirely by members of the freshman class.
After the college session has really started,
there is organized on each company hall a freshman forum group for the purpose of discussing
subjects that are of particular interest to students. These groups are voluntary, and all
freshmen on the company halls may participate in the discussions . These groups afford
real opportunity for self expression and for
intimate contact with faculty leaders and other
students .

Ah, make the most of what we yet may spend,
Before we, too, into the dust descend ;
Dust into dust, and under dust, to lie.
Sans wine, sans song, sans singer, andSans end!
-Omar Khayyam.
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THE Y. M. C. A. CLASS COUNCILS
Almost every college or university in the
country having a Y. M. C. A. organization has
a student council for the freshmen. Several
years ago the Clemson Y conceived the idea of
continuing the council throughout the entire
college life. Accordingly, under the direction
of J. Roy Cooper, the Freshman Council of
1927-28 did not disband at the end of the year
but remained the next year as the Sophomore
Council. This plan was continued, and the
success that it has attained cannot be estimated.
The chief purpose of these councils is to develop leaders for the years to come. While
spending four years at Clemson, students are
not merely preparing to live. They are actually
living. There are problems to face and temptations to overcome and need for leaders here
that you will find after graduation. To start
right and to be guided by high ideals can mean
that one might achieve success where otherwise he might have failed. The aim is to develop real men who can take their places in
the ranks of men after graduation.
There are weekly meetings which are worked
out in the group as meaning the most for all
concerned. There are study, discussion, and
talks by capable faculty men and visitors. The
councils take a few trips to the mountains
where they can get away in the quietness and
plan a life and the activities that are for a
wholesome life. These week-ends are enjoyable, and friendships are here formed that are
everlasting.
The Freshman Council is selected soon after
school opens in the fall. If you are interested,
ask one of the Y secretaries or cabinet members
about the details of the council work.

%
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BLUE RIDGE
Ten of the leading colleges and universities
in the South have for the past twenty year• or
more sent delegations to Blue Ridge for a summer conference. During this ten-day conclave
more than three hundred college students
gather for inspirational, recreational and fellowship training. The influence of these conferences has been so great in the lives of the
delegates and so great has been the delegates'
influence in the life of the South and in ·,he
life of the world that today Blue Ridge is
recognized by our colleges as much more than
a pleasant tradition-it is an invaluable asset,
a necessity.
Many of our college associations have been
none too successful in adjusting their program
to meet new conditions on the campus because
of multiplied activities, changed attitudes.
Even today many students are still wondering
what it is all about. The whole world is having
the complacency crushed out of it. It is now
a time for deliberate, fearless reexamination
of fundamental assumptions about ourselves,
our associations, our worlds.
No setting in nature, no fellowship of faculty
and students, no group of leaders could be found
to constitute a more favorable opportunity for
ten days of nretreat" in preparation for a
great advance, than that offered by the Blu,
Ridge Conference.
Blue Ridge is owned by the Y. M. C. A
Graduate School. Clemson College has been well
represented there each year by students who
have had aims of gaining information so that
they might be better prepared to carry on a
vital and systematic program in Christian
leadership at Clemson. Why not make it your
aim to attend at least one conference at Blue
Ridge while you are a student at Clemson? It
will be a conference that you will never regret having attended.

AERIAL VIEW OF BLUE RIDGE
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CAMP ADGER RETREAT
Several years ago the South Carolina Y. M.
and Y. W. C. A.'s were fortunate in securing
an ideal spot in the heart of the Blue Ridge
Mountains for their annual joint retreat. For
many years, this camp has been under the dir ection of Rev. and Mrs. T. B. Lanham of
Pickens.
Some of the greatest experiences that college students have are derived from their attndance at this annual conference at Camp
Adger. The Camp itself is an ideal location,
being located several miles above Pickens and
about two miles from the nearest road. Here,
away from all possible disturbance and surrounded by mountains that seem to speak
the majesty of God, friendships are made, and
a sp iritual insight into life is gained that will
last a lifetime.
Almost every School in South Carolina is
represented at this conference, and each year
several renowned speakers are secured . If you
are to get all that there is in an education you
should attend at least one of these Camp Adger
gatherings wh ile at Clemson.
There is only one criterion for an institu~
tion and that is: Does it help and develop
people?
-W. D. Weatherford.

Heyward Mahon
Company
GREENVILLE

College Clothes of Distinction
Clemson Headquarters in Greenville
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CABINET TRAINING
Cabinet training is observed annually in the
form of a number of talks by campus leaders,
Y. M. C. A. secretaries, and general discussions
between the speakers, and members of the old
and new cabinets . This program is carried
out with the idea of causing each new Cabinet
member to get the full realization of the
obligations that he is being placed under by
accepting a position on the Cabinet. Every
business man knows that in order to be successful he must be trained to perform h is
duties whatever they may be, else he will
lack efficiency. Therefore it is with this idea
that the Cabinet men are given this valuable
information and instruction.
Last year the Cabinet training lasted for a
period of about three weeks and many outstanding campus figures spoke to the group
during that time. The major portion of the
time was spent in allowing the new members
to get information from the retiring members
as to the duties they were to have and the best
possible ways of performing these duties . Following the Cabinet training offered here, the
old and new Cabinets attended the State Y. M.
and Y. W. Cabinet Training Conference at Columbia for three days.

Craig-Rush Furniture
Company
15 E. North St.
GREENVILLE, S. C.
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A PRAYER

0 God, our Father, Thou Searcher of men's
hearts, help us to draw near to Thee in 3incerity
and truth. May our religion be filled with
gladness and may our worship of '.rhee be natural.
Strengthen and increase our admiration for
honest dealing and clean thinking, and suffer
not our hatred of hypocrisy and pretense ever
to diminish. Encourage us in our endeavor to
live above the common level of life. Make us
to choose the harder right instead of the easier
wrong, and never to be content with a half
truth when the whole truth can ba won. Endow us with courage that is born of loyalty
to all that is noble and worthy, that scorns
to compromise with vice and injustice, and
knows no fear when truth and right are in
jeopardy.
Guard us against flippancy and irreverence
in the sacred things of life. Grant us new tie;
of friendship and new opportunities of service
Kindle our hearts in fellowship with those Oi'
a cheerful countenance and soften our heart.i
with sympathy for those who sorrow and suffer.
May we find genuine pleasure in clean and
wholesome mirth and feel inherent disgust for
all coarse-minded humor.
Help us, in our work and in our play, lo
keep ourselves physically strong, mentally
awake, and morally straight, that we may cha
better maintain the honor of the corps untarnished and unsullied, and acquit ourselves like
men in our efforts to realize the ideals of Clemson in doing our duty to Thee and to our
country. All of which we ask in the name of
the Great Friend and Master of men.
-Amen.
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MUSIC COMMITTEE
This committee is composed of cadets who
are musical, an• who are interested in developing the musical program of the Y. M. C. A.
Our work will center primarily around the
vesper singing and its development. It is our
endeavor to stimulate greater interest in mass
singing. We believe, with this aim in view,
and with the cooperation of the students, we
will be able to make vesper singing a pleasur e
to the individual and certainly a pleasure to
visiting delegations. T h is is one method of
impressing visiting parsons, that is by letting
them know that we are able to sing.
It will be our job to furnish Gpecial music
when such is needed; however, let us work
toward making our mass singing outstanding
uncl by making it outstanding we feel uure
that you and every one attending the services
will be benefitted by coming.
C. C. Frye, Chairman.

COMPLIMENTS

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKECOLLENDER CO.
223 Ivy Street
Atlanta, Georgia

Billiards

Bowling
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EVENING WATCH
When a boy enters college his thoughts are
directed toward his studies and various out.
side activities, and he becomes so engrossed
in these things that the spiritual side of his
Iife is often neglected.
The Evening Watch group is one of the
best places a young man can cultivate this
phase of college life. The true Christian fellowship and Christian ideas developed in Evening Watch meetings are of untold importance
in guiding and directing the footsteps of stu•
dents during the tempting hours of thdr college career.
Evening Watch is a short devotional held
on the company halls each night after long
roll. These groups have as their purpose the
strengthening of spiritual life through Scripture reading and prayer. Sometimes certain
books of the Bible are studied in detail. At
other times interesting speakers are selected
to speak on subjects helpful to students. Each
man attending these meetings has a chance
to take part and feel that he is really a part
of the Evening Watch group.
Get in touch with the Evening Watch leader
on your hall as soon as possible. He will be
glad to assist you in every way possible. Join
a group and help make it one of the best in
the barracks.
C. A . Gray, Chairman.
G. C. Paulsen, Assistant.
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SOCIAL COMMITTEE
To provide various forms of entertainment
and recreation not offered by the college in
any other capacity, the Y. M. C. A. has developed one of the most unique and efficient
forms of week-end entertainment offered by
any college in the entire South. In providing
more social life for a larger number of students
at the college, a series of informal socials is
sponsored by the Y through the various companies each Friday night and All-Company
socials every Saturday night. These are
largely for the benefit of those who have to
remain at the college over the week-ends.
The programs consist of music, dancing,
contests, puzzles, and many other forms of
entertainment. In addition to these socials
given for the students the Y has introduced an
entirely new form of entertainment this year
by giving similar socials to the members of
the faculty at various times during the year.
These are usually given according to the
schools and departments.
Another new form of Y entertainment
started this year was that of the Y giving open
house entertainments to various fraternities .
clubs, and councils. These consist of a talk
by some outstanding leader representing the
field represented at the social, refreshments,
and usually a free picture.
Other forms of entertainment and recreation sponsored by the Clemson Y. M. C. A. but
not in the Y Building are given at the Y Cabin
on the river. More than a hundred different
socials have been given by the •y in this past
year with an average attendance of more than
one hundred fifty. Much favorable comment
has been made on these socials by both faculty
and students.
J. F. Norris,
Chairman Social Activities.

"?'?"'
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PUBLICITY COMMITTEE
One of the chief duties of the men on the
Publicity Committee of the local Y. M. C. A.
is to place before the student body, faculty, and
other interested people of the state special
news items pertaining to the work and activities
of the local Association. Under this head come
such items as re]igious programs, deputations,
cabinet and council meetings, socials, and other
activi ties of the organization.
The committee named to assist the chairman in this work is made of those students
who are intensely interested in the work of
the organization and are especially ::rifted in
this type of work. Through this means the
work of the chairman becomes much more
efficient and can be carried out in a more
systematic way. The chairman in selecting
these committeemen does so with the hope of
getting those men who are interested in de•
veloping themselves along the line of journalism and at the same time developing ·~hose
traits of character and good will which ore
so desirable in any Y. M. C. A. worker.
Particular emphasis is given to the members of the Freshman class, in a hope of interesting them in the work of the Association
and helping to solve their daily problems.
Any student interested in getting into this
type of work is urged to see the chairman
of the committee.
Yours for a pleasant and successful year
during 1936-37.
Ben T. Lanham, Jr.,
Chairman of Publicity.

J. F. NORRIS
Chairman Socials

E. D. WELLS
Religious Programs

B. T. LANHAM
Chairman Publicity

C .C. FRYE
Music Chairman
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VESPER SERVICES

Sunday afternoon and again Sunday evening
on the Clemson campus sees a time when a
service is held at the "Y" auditorium in the
form of a vesper service. Interest in these
services has been so wide-spread this year that
not only cadets and campus folk attend but
interested persons from nearby towns.
The wide range in the type of program presented is one of the principal reasons for its
popularity. With such features as visiting
college delegations, prominent speakers from
near and far, music of appropriate nature,
travel and news reels . and group singing, the
programs are naturally most broadening and
very inspiring.
The practice of having two programs each
Sunday, one after dinner and another after
supper, was instituted early in the past year
as a means of caring for the overflow caused
by the crowding at the single evening service.
A plan to make the programs even wider in
their appeal and deepe r in their meaning is
under way.
E. D. Wells, Jr., Chairman.
J. W. Adams, Assistant.

To every man there openeth a way, and ways,
and a Way;
And the high soul climbs the high way.
and the low soul gropes the low.
While all between, on the misty flats, the rost
drift to and fro.
But to every man there openeth a high
way and a low,
And every man decideth which way his soul
shall go.
-John Oxenham.

Y. 11. C. A.
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CHURCH ACTIVITIES FOR STUDENTS.
The churches which cluster around the campus offer you valuable friendships and an inspiration for Christian living. Wishing to help
you grow spiritually as well as intellectually
and physically during your four years at college, the pastors extend you a cordial welcome
to their congregations and invite you to visit
them at their offices and homes.
Although it is not necessary for you to
officially join one of the Clemson churches to
take an active part in the religious programs,
you may transfer your home membership to
one of the churches if you so desire. Each
pastor makes a special effort to provide opportunity for students to share in the activities
of his church. Sunday school classes for students are held at 10 :30 a.m. Students are
urged and encouraged to attend the 11 :30 worship service, and inforinal teas, entertainments, and informal socials which are held
throughout the year.
To the members of the incoming class-you
are always welcome to the churches of the
campus; get into the right habit of attending
these regular Sunday morning services and
make the best of what the college has to offer
you while you are here your four years, · for
after all, this is going to be about the most
important four years of your life. And "Time
wasted is time lost." So don't ·waste your
time; and don't get into the wrong habit by
not attending church on Sunday morning.
Religion is not a creed-it's a life.
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CLEMSON BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. John K. Goode is pastor of the Clemson
College Baptist church; Dr. S. B. Earle, Supt.
of Sunday School ; the other officers of the
organization are made up largely of students
at the college, especially the Baptist Young
People's Union and the Baptist Student Union
officials.
Regular church services are conducted each
Sunday morning at 11 :30, Sunday School with
organized classes for cadets each Sunday morning at 10 :30, B. Y. P. U. each Wednesday
evening immediately after supper.
The Clemson College Baptist Church extends
to the entire Clemson Cadet Corps a cordial
invitation to attend all the services of the
church, and a warm welcome is assured. A
special invitation is extended to the members
of the Freshman class, who perhaps, are away
from home and home influences for the first
time. The church "Attempts to bridge for the
freshmen the wide gap between the Comparative Safety of Home Life and the Freedom of
the Campus," thus giving to the students at
Clemson a Christian home influence. Form the
habit of attending the regular services and
some day you will be proud of the fact.
The church and the pastor are always ready
to serve the students, and the pastor's home is
always open to the members of the student body
and their friends. Make use of them as you
would use them at home.

BAPTIST CHURCH WITH PASTOR INSET
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PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
The Fort Hill Presbyterian Church at Clemson seeks to serve by taking the place of your
own church at home. You should make it your
church while at Clemson.
The officials of the church are as follows:
Sydney J. L. Crouch, pastor; Dr. R. N. Brackett, Clerk of Sessions; Professor J. E. Hunter,
Treasurer; Professor M. E. Bradley, Supt. of
Sunday School; and Mr. B. B. Burley, Treasurer. These men stand ready to serve the students and campus residents at all times in any
way possible.
The regular services of the church fall under
three heads: Public Worship each Sunday
morning at 11 :30; Sunday School at 10 :30;
Presbyterian Student Association meetings each
Wednesday evening immediately after supper.
One of the best habits you can form is that
of attending these meetings your freshman
year. The Pioneers meet on Sunday afternoon
in the club rooms for an informal discussion
on some religious topic.
The club rooms of this church are the most
attractive on the campus. They are equipped
with comfortable furniture, a large open fireplace, floor lamps, radio, etc. ; and many issues of daily newspapers and magazines are
found on the tables here. Make this your
"home" while on the campus.
The Manse is next to the church. The pastor and his family request that you make use
of it from the parlors to the kitchen.

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH (With Pastor Inset)
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HOLY TRINITY PARISH
Protestant Episcopal
The Bishop
The Right -Reverend Kirkman G, Finlay, D,D,
The Rector
The Reverend Donald E. Veale.
Sunday Program of Worship
7 :30 A.M.- Holy Communion (Every Sunday
except the first Sunday of the month).
10 :30 A.M.-Church School and Rector's
Bible Class.
11 :30 A.M.-Morning Prayer and Sermon.
1st Sunday of each month, 11 :30 A.M.-Holy
Communion and Sermon.
Wednesday night 7 :00-8 :00 P.M. Meeting of
Episcopal Club, Open to all students.
A few years ago, through the influence and
generosity of many friends of the Episcopal
Church, Holy Trinity was able to build a
splendid Parish House, consisting of a gymnasium. a combined stage and meeting room, and
a modern kitchen. At that time the church
was rebuilt, to conform in usefulness, in design and beauty, with the Parish House. A
large and comfortable rectory completes our
church properties, giving Holy Trinity one of
the finest parish plants in the State.
Holy Trinity was planned for the Clemson
man. You will find a wide range of activities
are possible here, perhaps even wider than your
home parish facilities would permit. You have
come to Clemson to schobl your minds, and to
discipline your habits to the better things of
life, The teaching and worship programs ~I
Holy Trinity afford you the best liberal traditions and principles of the Episcopal Church.
May you use Holy Trinity freely, and find in
it a source of great light and joy during your
life on the Clemson Campus

Y. M. C. A.
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EPISCOPAL CHURCH AND PARISH HOUSE
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REV. H. 0. CHAMBERS
Pastor
Methodist Chlfrch

CLEMSON METHODIST CHURCH
"The church of the four columns"•
Rev. H. 0. Chambers is pastor of this church;
Professor F. M. Kinard is superintendent of
the Sunday School ; and the members of the
cadet corps hold many of the other offices in
the organization of the church, especially the
young people's organizations.
The Clemson Methodist church especialli
welcomes you to any and all of its activities.
Jt is the pleasure of the church to have you
attend the services and allow them the privilege
to help you in any way possible. The pastor
will be especially glad to help you in any of
your daily problems. Your presence and your
interest will be mutually helpful to the church
as well as to yourself.
Church School, each Sunday morning at
10 :30; Service of Worship each Sunday morning at 11 :30; Young People's Meeting each
Wednesday evening immediately after supper.
There is a club room in the church which all
s tudents are invited to make use of at all times.
You are invited to take part in the recreational
program of the church which includes periodic
social gatherings. Everyone should work together with the church for the good of all.

METHODIST CHURCH
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CATHOLIC CHURCH

There has never been a Catholic church near
the campus until last year. There is erected
near the campus now one of the nicest and
most attractive churches that can be found
anywhere, and the Catholic students and faculty
people have an opportun ity for worship at a
place that they can call their own.
Until the time when the Catholic church was
built, the Catholic students and faculty met
in the homes of some of the people on the
campus, or in recent years the Catholic :;ervice
has been held in the Y. M. C. A.
The new church was made possible through
a gift from Mr. Gallivan of Greenville, and it
is a real addition to the surroundings of the
college and will be deeply appreciated by the
Catholic students and others.

Ballenger Motor Co.
Chrysler -

Dodge -

Plymouth

Sales and Service

Seneca, S. C.

Phone 230

Y. M. C. A.
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ANNUAL REPORT
of the

CLEMSON COLLEGE Y. M. C. A.
For the Year beginning July 1, 1935
Clemson College's growth is marked by an
upward curve and has very few backward
interruptions. The Clemson Y. M. C. A. has
grown steadily, too, during these years. The
Young Men's Christian Association is housed
in a commodious building which is the property
of the State of South Carolina and located on
the college campus. This building was made
possible largely by a gift of Fifty Thousand
Dollars by Mr. John D. Rockefeller, Sr., the
Board of Trustees of Clemson College accepting the gift and providing in lieu of an
endowment certain repairs and up-keep, making the building available for the use of
Clemson students.
Since the appropriation
of Fifteen Thousand Dollars by the Board for
this building and the gifts of Ten Thousand
Dollars from students, alumni, and friends,
the Association passed through a period when
some obligations were incurred, incident to
the acquisition of equipment, and somewhat
hindered the general progress and growth.
Within a few short years, however, the obligations of the Association were met, and
for the past sixteen years practically all
obligations have been paid within a few days
after they had been incurred or as they came
due. A great deal has been added to the
equipment necessary for the operation of the
building, inclusive of the numerous activities
that are housed here. New pianos, new picture equipment, a great deal of new furniture
from time to time, and permanent improvements and repairs have been made so consistently that it is estimated the property is
now worth almost double the original cost.
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When the building was opened , there were
approximately seven hundred and fifty students
at Clemson. Since then the student body has
doubled, the faculty is very nearly doubled,
approximately two hundred new homes have
been built on and adjacent to the campus,
paved roads have extended the length of our
cable-tow, so that now the Clemson campus is
a Mecca for many visiting groups, including
college and high school groups from many
neighboring communities .
The general work of the Assoc'ation such
as is ordinarily conducted by a Y. M. C. A.
on a college campus is done at Clemson, ar.d
many more student activities are included in
the .general Clemson program than one will
find at many colleges . In fact, activities that
are sponsored by City Associations, Student
Y. M. C. A.'s, churches, and community houses
are included in the general routine of the
Clemson Y. M. C. A. program .
For many years the Clemson Y . M . C. A.
has sponsored intramural sports by classes and
by companies. In fact, the first bask etJall
court at Clemson was a Y. M. C. A. project.
Y. M. C. A. secretaries have coached numerous
teams, including scrub football and track.
varsity basketball, varsity tennis, var3ity
swimming; but not until four years ago was a
full time man employed to direct intramural
sports and to head up the physical education
program under the direction of Dr. Lee W. Milford. The Y. M . C. A. Advisory Board accepted the recommendation of the GenerJl
Secretary and employed Mr. Fred Kirchner.
who has done an exceptionally fine job in this
connection. During the past year Mr . Kirch~
ner's salary has been paid by the general budget
of the College and the Y. M. C. A. budget, and
a great deal of equipment has been furnished
by the Atheltic Association, and NYA helpers
apportioned by Mr. Littlejohn to help direct
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this work. Hundreds of scheduled baseball,
volley ball, and basketball games and other
forms of competitive sports have been fostered
through the physical education program. This
is an excellent piece of work and something
that is surely beneficial to a large number of
cadets.
The swimming pool at Clemson is comparatively small, with approximately 72,000
g-allons of water that is continuously being
filtered. It is here that many students $sather
for a brief period of exercise and physical
refreshment. The swimming team trains here,
and many visiting groups from neighboring
high s chools are given guest privileges from
time to time. A small charge is made for
those who use the pool reg-ularly, which '.s
barely sufficient to provide for some one to
supervise same. The pool is heated through out the fall and winter months, making it
accessible the year round.
The work of the Clemson Association reaches
into every Company in barracks, where Fresh man Forum groups, Evening Watch ,groups,
Class and Company Councils are all active in
trying to assist with the fourfold development
of students. The Clemson Association is represented at practically all State and Regional
conferences where delegates from Student Y.
M. C. A.'s are gathered. Through the medium
of these conferences a number of Clemson
students have been started on a period of world
citizenship development. Many teachers, county agents. and leaders in student activities have
been helped through these conference contacts.
Through the Deputation Team the Clemson
Y. M. C. A . is known on almost every campus
in the state, and Clemson boys have visited
many campuses in neighboring states and quite
a number of communities, presenting religious,
inspirational, and devotional programs in
schools and colleges.
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The Sunday night vesper programs have been
well attended. Often there have been from
one to two hundred who have come down for
these programs who were unable to get seats
although the musical, travel, and news reels
have been run three or four times, so that all
students and campus folk could at least ha ve
an opportunity to see the pictures.
Social activities sponsored by the Clemson
Y. M. C. A. have been enlarged upon greatly
during the past year. Besides the regular
Company socials and the all-company socials,
there have been a number of faculty dances,
cadet dances, and entertainments for approxi mately one hundred student groups, faculty
groups, and a considerable number of private
parties held in the club rooms. The Y cabin,
located on the banks of the Seneca River on the
campus, has also provided an additional place
where campus groups may enjoy an afternoon
and evening of quiet, removed from the hustle
and bustle of the general campus activities.
We are indebted to a great many faculty
members and students, particularly members
of the Advisory Board, members of the Cabinet
and Council g-roups, for the splendid work
which they have done and for the unstinte<l
support which they have given to the work of
the Clemson Y. M. C. A. over a period of years.
We are thankful, too, for the kindly services of
many other friends in the student body, including student officers of the different Classes,
student leaders of the different Companies, and
numerous other friends who have so generously
helped with their time and their influ.ence in
the development of the program at Clemson.
Take an interest in the work that is sponsored by the Clemson "Y"-it will be of
genuine value to you for many years to come.
P. B. Holtzendorff, Jr.,
General Secretary.
June 22, 1936.
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EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

Although your first consideration as a Clemsen student will be your studies, you will find
numerous worthwhile extra-curricular activitie~
on the campus in which you may profitably
spend your spare time. Publications, debating,
at hletics, the Y. M. C. A., deputation teams,
literary societies, and other organizations, besides helping you learn more fully how to work
and p lay with your fellows, offer you some
degree of technical training and are practical
fields in which you may test your vocational
interests.
If you enter into campus life with
earnestness and enthusiasm, you will derive
priceless benefits in your process of education.
With the exception of honorary and social
fraternities, almost every Clemson extra-curricu lar activity opens its membership to freshmen. In selecting the organizations with which
you wish to associate, limit yourself t.o those
which provide the greatest opportunity for
service to others and your own individual
growth, development, and creative thinkingand expression. Remember too that it is best
to achieve the benefits from one or two activi•
ties, rather than be a key-collector skippinJ>;
about frorri one organization to another, never
stopping long enough to accomplish anythinJ>;
To derive the most out of campus life, select
your activities with care and then serve them
fait hfull y.

The most valuable result of education is the
ability to make yourself do the thing you
ought to do, when it ought to be done. wheth~r
you like to do it or not.- Huxley.
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THE TIGER
The TIGER, official weekly student newspaper publication of Clemson College, was
founded by the Class of 1907. Since that date,
it has been an important part of student activities at Clemson. Responsibility for editing
and publishing the paper is left to the student
staff entirely, and it is not published under
faculty supervision or censorship .
The new staff takes charge at the beginning
of the second semester during each session,
thus allowing each staff one year in office.
During the last session, in addition to the
regular issues, several speciaJ editions dedicated to various college activities were published.
All freshmen and sophomores interested in
entering the field of journal ism are eligible for
membership to the reportorial TIGER staff.
Try-outs are held the first of each semester.
The Tiger is published every Thursday afternoon and distributed to all the rooms in barracks. In addition to the seventeen hundred
students who read the TIGER, there are about
one thousand other readers in all parts of the
world.

ALPHA CHI PSI
Alpha Chi Psi is a local social fraternity
org-anized in 1930. Membership in the organization is based on the student's scholastic
standing, as well as his distinctive qualities of
character, leadership, and personality.
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THE TAPS

The TAPS is the college Yearbook published
annually by a staff made up of seniors selected
from the previous year's Juniors who have
manifested an interest in countnuing the col•
lege yearbook and who, by their efforts, have
proven their inherent abilities to compile an
annual worthy of the name TAPS. The success
or failure of the book depends upon not only
the abilities of the various members of the
staff but also the spirit of co-operation of the
members of the student body.
TAPS portrays the life and activities of
the ent ire student body and facu lty, especially
that of the Senior class. It is the purpose of
the staff to r epresent each student in college
in each publication, showing the activ ities of
each class and various incidents that occur during the year of publication. Last year for
the first time in the history of the TAPS, the
members of the freshman class were given
enough space in the book to have individiwl
pictures._
The inauguration of the Activity Fee se,·eral
years ago has made it possible that each student has to pay a fee when registering which
entitles him to receive a TAPS at the end of
each year. The only other cost involved is a
small fee for picture space.

BETA SIGMA CHI
Beta Sigma Chi is a local social fraternity,
Its membership is made up largely of Charleston boys. The primary purpose of the club is
to allow the boys to become better acquainted,
to promote higher ethical and moral standards,
to stimulate interest in social activities, and
to encourage a closer fellowship between the
boys of the lower country.
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THE Y. M. C. A. HANDBOOK
The HANDBOOK is published annually by
the Young Men's Christian Association of
Clemson College in an earnest effort to aid the
members of the incoming freshman class to get
started off in college on the right foot. Through
the pages of this little book the daily merrygo-round of life on the college campus is presented with the hope that it may clear up some
of the problems that new men will possibly be
confronted with.
The Editor-in-Chief of the HANDBOOK is
appointed by the officials of the Y. M. C. A., and
he appoints his committee to assist him in the
publication of the book. This committee is
usually made up of members of the Junior
and Senior classes.
The HANDBOOK is always written to an
ideal- that ideal of UNSELFISH SERVICE
which prompts students forgetting their own
selfish ends to strive for their friends, their
school, and their church; that ideal which
makes students, forgetting self, strive for
higher, nobler outreaches of aid and service
to their fellowman.

SIGMA PHI
Sigma Phi is the oldest social fraternity on
the campus. It was organized for the purpose
of promoting a friendly spirit and feeling of
brotherhood among its members. Membership is based on scholastic rating, character,
personality, and social standing.
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BLUE KEY

Blue Key is a national honorary leadership
fraternity having as its principles service and
leadership. W ith the idea of service uppermost
in the minds of its members, the local chapter
of Blue Key lends support to any worthwhile
plan for bettering Clemson or the student body.
Requirements for membership are very
strict, no candidate being considered unless he
has achieved outstanding merit or success in
several branches of student activities and has
a high scholastic standing.
The Blue Key has been very instrumental
in helping the college officials with the building program of the college during the past
year, sponsoring undergraduate talks and publishing a student-professor directory.
Blue
Key fosters a better understanding between
faculty members and students, doing this by
inviting faculty members to attend the luncheon meetings at which discussions are held
on how relationships of students and faculty
members can be improved.

TIGER BROTHERHOOD
The Tiger Brotherhood is a local organization
and was organized in 1928 for the purpose of
initiating and maintaining a higher standard
of ethics and raising the moral status of the
corps. To this end, membership is based on
scholastic standing , service, and character.
There is a limited membership from each class
in school, and usually each school in the college is represented in each group. It is therefore, a distinct honor to belong to the organization.
The Brotherhood has bi-monthly meetings
for business and discussions, and sponsors
numerous socials from time to time, as well
as many constructive projects.
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SCABBARD AND BLADE

Scabbard and Blade is a national honorary
military fraternity whose purposes are to promote military leadership among the R. 0. T. C.
students and a spirit of national defense.
Membership is composed of the outstanding
military leaders at Clemson. Only the Cadets
above and including the military rank of Captains are eligible for membership.
During the scholastic year, the chapter at
Clemson, known as "K" Company of the 7th
Regiment of Scabbard and Blade, has presented
cups and medals to the men who have achieved
military honors in each class, sponsored the
training of a picked platoon in each class,
put on a Military Ball, and presented a cup to
the best drilled platoon in the Regiment.

TAU BETA Pl
Tau Beta Pi is a national honorary scholastic engineering fraternity. It was founded
at Lehigh University in 1885 for the purpose
of marking in a fitting manner those who have
conferred honor upon their Alma Mater by
distinguished scholarship and exemplary character as undergraduates in engineering.
Only students in the upper twenty -five per
cent of the Senior Civil, Mechanical, and Elec
trical classes are eligible for membership; and,
of these, only students possessing character,
integrity, and responsibility are elected.

When
You think of fine DIAMONDS
Think of

COCHRAN'S

Anderson's Leading Jewelry Store
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THE MINARETS
The members of the Architectural class of
1923 first organized this Architectural Society
at Clemson and called it the Minaret Club.
Since that time the name has been altered
somewhat and is now "The Minarets."
The requirements for membership are more
difficult, and effort has been made to make this
the nucleus for a National Architectural Fraternity. The club offers a medium of creation
for friendship, co-operation with the faculty,
.and a wide range of extra-curricular activities
lo11:ether with
beneficial social functions
throughout the school year, which greatly aid
the architectural student.
The Minarets are responsible for some of the
art exhibits that come to Clemson and are the
"cogs in the wheel" in aiding the department
with the well-known Engineering Architectural
Day which takes place in the early spring of
the odd years. The chief and sole purpose of
the club is to enable each member to grasp
the opportunity to better himself socially in the
field of architecture by the outside contacts
that are not available in our daily curriculum
but which are so sponsored by the club.

KAPPA PHI
Kappa Phi is one of the oldest and the most
outstanding social fraternities on the campus .
The activities of the club are purely social
in nature, and no attempt is made to exert
political pressure or resort to any other of
the common practices of some like organizations.
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GAMMA ALPHA MU

Gamma Alpha Mu is one of the youn11Cest
fraternities on the campus, being organized
in the fall of 1934. This organization is an
Honor English Fraternity for Writers and is
spo nsored by Octavus Roy Cohen, nationally
famed writer and educator. Gamma Alpha
Mu is rapidly gaining its place among the
leading organizations of the campu s. but because of the s trict entrance requirements the
enrollment of the society is still very small.
All students are eligible for trying for
membership in the fraternity and are urged to
submit manuscripts for entrance try-outs early,
All manuscripts submitted are judged solely
by Octavus Roy Cohen, and he determines
whether they s how enough talent for the student to be eligible for membersh ip. Students
desiring to try out for members hip may send
in manuscripts on any of the following:
poetry, fiction, short stories, belles Jettres,
or prose.
Gamma Alpha Mu is neither " journalistic
nor a literary society but a combination of the
two.

THE ATHANOR
The Athanor is the local chemical fraternity
organized in 1931 by the member s of the class
of 1934. It endeavors to promote higher
scholars hip. social interests, and a sp irit of
friendship and service among those students
whose major interests lie in the field of chemistry.
It was with these principles in mind
that the class of '34 organized this society,
and it is with these same principles before
them that the present members are carryinic
on. Members hip is based primarily on scholarship, character, and social standing.
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President
Central Dance
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CENTRAL DANCE ASSOCIATION
The Central Dance Association of Clemson
College was organized in the fall of 19 32 for
the purpose of furthering the welfare of dances
on the campus. It is composed of ten members
of the senior class selected by recommendat ion
of the graduating C. D. A. and appointed by
the Commandant. It conducts and supervises
all the dances held on the campus. The dances
are conducted on a nonprofiteering basis; the
accounts are accessible to any cadet who wishes
to consult them at any time.
Since this association was organized, it has
lowered the average dance price, brought bigger orchestras to the college, and built the
Clemson dances into an institution. Through
the medium of the C. D. A. the college dances
are kept at a higher average level, confusion
is avoided, and small organizations without
the finances to back a dance are permitted to
share in the funds derived from this source.
The system has proved very satisfactory to
both the college officials and the students.
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ALPHA ZETA

Alpha Zeta is a national honorary scholastic
agricultural fraternity. The local chapter is
one of the most active organizations on thP
campus. The student members of the organization are selected from the ranks of the
undergraduate and graduate agricultural students of high scholarship on the basis of character, leadership, and personality.
The 1,urpose of the Alpha Zeta is to promote
the profession of agriculture; to establish,
foster, and develop high standards of scholar•
ship, character, leadership, and a spirit of fellowship among its members; to create and
bring together a body of outstanding techni,·a,
men who by scholarly attainment, faithful
service, and maintenance of ethical ideals
and principles have achieved distinction anrl
are capable of honoring achievements in
others; to strive for breadth of vision, unity
of action and accomplishment of ideals; to
commend all worthy deeds and, i[ fraternnl
welfare demands, to counsel with its member8.

4-H CLUB
The first 4-H club for college boys in this
state was organ ized at Clemson in 1930. Due
to the interest of the many students now at
Clemson in an organization of this type, it was
decided by this group to try in some way to
stimulate and keep alive the spirit of the clull.
lt is with the aid of the club agents and o,xtension men that this encl is accomplished ,
The object of the club is to further the interest in 4-H activ ities, to foster ]eader:;hip
among members and to be of service to th~
4-H club members, communities, tht} ;..;tutl', and
the nation. All former 4-H clubsters who ure
now in college are eligible for membership.
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KAPP A ALPHA SIGMA
Last year the local agronomy club was admitted to the American ·s ociety of Agronomy
and the name of the local chapter was changed
to the Kappa Alpha Sigma. This chapter is
one of the three chapters of Junior Agronomists in the South, and it has made a very
favorable impression here so far. The organization is a national society, and membership
is based on scholastic rating, personality,
character, and social standing. The chief
purposes of the organization are to familiarize
the students with the newest developments in
their field of wqrk, to foster a closer relation
uetween graduates and undergraduates and
the professors, to arouse more interest in the
field, and to stimulate the development of the
work in this state.

ALPHA TAU ALPHA
Alpha •rau Alpha is a national professional
agricultural Education fraternity among men
who are teaching or preparing themselves to
become teachers of vocational agriculture in
the high schools of the state. The purposes
of the fraternity are: to develop a true professional spirit in the teaching of agriculture,
to help train teachers of agriculture, who shalJ
be rural leaders of agriculture in their communities, and to foster a fraternal spirit
among students in teacher training for vocational agricultural work.
Membership is limited to the most outstanding members of the sophomore, junior, and
senior classes with the highest scholastic rating. Membership is a lso based on personality,
character, and social standing.
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CALHOUN LITERARY SOCIETY
The Calhoun Literary Society, founded for
the purpose of acquainting Clemson students
with some knowledge of public speaking and
parliamentary procedure, is today bringing its
members an assurance of manner, poise, and
self-expression. Though Literary Societies at
Ciemson have undergone a period of decline
in the past decade, the Calhoun Literary Society has noted a distinct revival of interest
in the past few years, and is promoting th is
interest to the fullest extent.
Membership is open to all cadets. The society offers an excellent opportunity of -?xpressing and training for the future.
PALMETTO LITERARY SOCIETY

The Palmetto Literary Society has established
at Clemson College in order to promote skill
in public speaking and public reading, and to
develop a more general interest in these ac•
complishments throughout the student body.
It aims to familiarize the student with all
phases of parliamentary procedure by affordino:
experience in speaking, debating, and oratory
At no time has joining a literary society been
compulsory, but all students who are awkward
or abashed before a crowd are urged lo join
so that they may overcome this handicap. The
Palmetto Literary Society in conjunction with
the Calhoun Literary Society, holds a combined membership in the South Carolina Oratorical Association.
SIGMA EPSILON
Sigma Epsilon is a social fraternity organized for the purpose of promoting- trood fellow~
ship and brotherly feeling among its members.
The club was first organized at Clemsou in
1930, and since that time has grown to be
one of the leading social frats on the campus.
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PHI PSI
Phi Psi is the largest textile fraternity
in the country and was organized at the Philadelphia Textile School in 1903. The fraternity has grown since that time until at present
there are more than two thousand members
enroJled in eight active chapters and nine
alumni chapters. The Iota chapter at Clemson was granted a charter in April, 1927,
and now has twenty-two active members and
six honorary.
Membership is based upon scholastic standing and high character, and many of the
highest positions in the textile industry are
held by Phi Psi men.
The fraternity was
organized to encourage a high standard in
textile work; to assist, by all honorable means,
the advancement of its members; and to promote good fellowship among congenial men of
schools and colleges having textile departments.

BLOCK "C" CLUB
The Block "C" Club was organized for the
purpose of promoting congeniality and friendship among the letter-men, fostering clean
sportsmanship in all branches of athletics,
encouraging conduct at all times becoming
to a gentleman and a true sportsman, impressing upon its members the importance of maintaining a high standard of scholarship and
assisting in every way possible in achieving
this aim, and promoting the advancement and
welfare of Clemson College at all times.
The membership of the club is limited to
lhose men whose athletic achievements merit
their award of the Block "C," thus making
it a distinct honor to belong to the organization.
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SIGMA TAU EPSILON
Sigma Tau Epsilon is a local honorary
scho lastic General Science fraternity founded
at Clemson in 1934.
The purpose of the organization is to establish and develop higher standards of scholar·
ship, character, and a spirit of fellowship
among its members; to create and bind to•
gether a body of outstanding men who by
scholarly attainment and maintenance of high
ethical ideals have achieved distinction.
Its members are selected from the top mem•
bers in the Junior and Senior Classes.
THE I. R. C.
The International Relations Club is an international organization sponsored and endowed by the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. Its chief purpose is to study
and discuss National and International problems. Membership is limited to twenty, and
the members must have a grade point ratio of
4.5 and maintain it throughout their member•
ship as students. The club offers associate
memberships to those who are interested but
whose scholastic standing will not allow them
to become members.
The Clemso n chapter was organized in 1933.
In addition to studying vaet and contemporary world problems it offers the s tudent
an opportunity for broadening his knowledge
beyond his chosen line of endeavor.

A. S. A. E.
The American Society of Agricultural Env:i•
ncers is a national organization, hnvinJr t.tudent chapters in many land-grant colleges of
the country. Membership is by invitation and
scholarship achievement. Meeting-s heh.1 ev~ry
other week are devoted to discussions of the
latest developments in the agricultural engineering field. The purpose of the organiza•
tion is to promote leadership, scholarship, fel•
lowship, and a closer relation between graduates and undergraduates in the prof,\ssion.
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A . S. M. E.
The local chapter of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers is a branch of the
national organization. It is operated by s tu dent officials under the supervision of a faculty
advisor.
All Junior and Senior Mechanical Engineers are urged to join the society to get the
full benefits offered by the organizat ion. Meetings are held in Riggs Hall twice a month at a
time set by the student members.

A. S . C. E .
The American Society of Civil Engineers is
the oldest Engineering Society in America.
E»tablished in 1852, as a mean s of advancing
the Engineering profession, it has progressed
to take its present pos ition among the out•
standing professional societies of America.
The Clemson Student Chapter derives its
membership from the Sophomore Junior and
Senior Civil Engineering students and was
organized for the purpose of familiar izing the
student with the current developments in
Civil Engineering.

A . I. E. E .
The American Institute of Electrical Engineers is a national organization that has for
its purpose the advancement of the electrical
engineering profession . The student branches,
which are located in engineering schools over
the country , aid the electrica l engineering
student in gaining a better understanding and
appreciation of his profession and at the uame
time give him an opportunity to keep in touch
with real engineering problems.
Last year the Clemson branch was host to
the South-Eastern District Convention, which
meets annually.
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IOTA LAMBDA S IGMA
Iota Lambda Sigma is a professional industrial education fraternity among men
teaching or preparing themselves to becomE:
teachers of industrial education in the r,;tate.
The purpose of the fraternity is: to help
train teachers of industrial education, to develop a professional spirit between teachers,
and to foster a fraternal spirit among students
in teacher training for industrial educational
work.
Membership is based on scholastic ratings,
personality, character, and social standing.
Most of the present membership of the organ
ization is from the junior and senior classes.
GLEE CLUB
The Clemson College Glee Cl ub was organ•
ized last year for the first time in several
years because of the large number of students
interested in forming such an organization.
Last year'a organization was under the supervision of Professor Bill Lippincott. No def.
inite plans were drawn up as to the outcome
of the new ly formed organization, but a
g-reat deal of progress was made last year, and
it is believed that the organization will be a
success if the interest remains as intense as
it was last season. All students are eligible
for trying out for the club whether they have
had any previous voice training or not.

DRUM & BUGLE CO RPS
The Drum and Bugle Corps is organized,
maintained, and operated under the name
conditions as the Band. It bas a leader and
a staff of military officers in c harge of mil itary activities and discipline.
It plays for formations and any other specinl
occas ion called for by the Commandant.
Previous experience in the use of the instruments used is the only requisite for eligib ility.
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ANIMAL HUSBANDRY CLUB
The Animal Husbandry Club was organized
several years ago for the purposes of promoting and maintaining an interest in livestock
and livestock production among all agricul Lural students, of bringing about a closer association and a mutual understanding, and of
giving the students training in public speaking. The club meets semi -monthly. Programs
consists of talks by students, talks by Extension and Department of Agriculture workers,
and talks by faculty members on topics related to livestock and livestock production.
It is the aim of the club to take several educational trips each year. All animal men or men
interested in animals are urged to join the
club.
HORTICULTURE CLUB
The Clemson College Horticulture Club is a
local student organization. Membership in
this club is conferred upon any student who is
majoring in, or manifests an interest in, horticulture and attends the semi-monthly meetings
of the club.
The purpose of the club is to stimulate interest in the study of horticulture, to keep its
members informed of the newest developments
in this line of work, and to provide an opportunity for students to meet with experienced
horticulturists who are qualified to give firsthand information on problems that confront
a beginner in the horticultural profession.
THE DAIRY CLUB
The Dairy Club is an enthusiastic group of
college students who gather together at regular meetings for the purposes of becoming
socially and professionally acquainted with
men prominent in the Da iry Industry, getting
trained in public speaking and debating, and
self-reliance from tasks which are assigned to
each member. Every one interested in dairy
work is eligible for membership to the club.
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THE BAND

The College Band is composed entirely of
Cadets. Their membership entitles them to
render a valuable contribution to the college
and at the same time continue their training.
A leader is provided by the school, and his
duty is to help the members during their prac•
tice periods. The military officers of the band
provide the necessary military training nnu
discipline.
The Band plays at any formation specified
by the Commandant. It also plays for special
college occasions, such as athletic games, pep
rallies, mass meetings, and sometimes accompanies the teams on important trips. Previous
experience in some musical organization is the
on ly requisite for eligibility. C. C. Frye,
director.

DIXIE

STORES

SOUTH CAROLINA 'S OWN
CHAIN
Headquarters

Gr eenville, S. C.

BOOK VII
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THE COACHING STAFF
The coaching staff at Clemson College is one
of the most outstanding in the field of collegiate
sports in the South. Headed by Jess Neely.
the coaching staff consists of Bob Jones. Joe
Davis, Joe Sherman, Frank Howard. and Earl
Hoagland. The only man to be absent from
the scenes of action this year is Major
George Ramsey of the U. S. Army stationed
here, who because of a ruling of the army
officials headquarters has been caused to resign his post as assistant football coach. Joe
Sherman, college publicity director and a
Clemson graduate, coached the rat basketball
team last year and will probably be the conch
again this year.
Coaches Neely, Howard, Hoagland, and Davis
will put the varsity gridiron men through ·1-heir
paces this fall while Bob Jones and his assistants wilJ be in charge of the freshmen.
Coach Davis will again tackle the hardwood
quint by trying to put out another championship basketball team. Bob Jones will take
care of the boxers . In the later parl of the
year Coach Neely will again take up the problem of ironing out another good baseball team,
and Frank Howard wilJ take over the duties
of placing before the public of South Carolina
another championship track team. Howard
will also have charge of the rat track~lers. an·!
Joe Davis wilJ be in charge of the freshmen
diamond enthusiasts.
P. B. Holtzendorff, the genial head of ,he
Y. M. C. A. will again take the Tiger swimmers in charge and try for equally as good a
record as that of the past few seasons.
Hoke Sloan will have the tennis boys a}!ain
after dropping out of the state picture for the
past season due to the construction work that
was being carried on on the campus while the
new dormitories were being erected. He is ex•
pected to put another g()l)d team this sprin)! as
he has always done in the past.

ATHLETICS

HEAD COACH JESS NEELY -
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CLEMSON'S ATHLETIC POLICY

Tbe Athletic policy of Clemson under the
direction of head coach Jess Neely is to provide such a broad program that every student
in school will find some sport which interests
him and in which he may grow and develop.
One of the best coaching staffs in the country
offers you its personal advice and attention;
the football stadium, the baseball diamond,
track and intramural fields, indoor courts in
the Atheltic Building, etc., provide opportunities for you to derive the benefits of the clean
mind and sound body that come from vigorous
competition.
Every student by virtue of a small compulsory
athletic fee becomes a member of the Athletic
Association and is admitted free to all home
games of Clemson teams.
Captains of the various teams are selected
by the lettermen in each particular sport at the
end of the r egular season.
To become a manager of any team you must
first serve approximately two years as subassistant manager. All new men are eligible
to try-out for such positions. After two years
of satisfactory work as sub-assistant, managers
are selected on a competitive basis in their
Junior year by the athletic officials and the
athletes themselves.
During the first week of classes the fresh man coach will issue a · call for all new men
int.arested in freshman football. Previous experience is not necessary to go out for the team .
Equipment will be issued to all candidates,
and as long as a man sticks and does not
violate training regulation he will be kept Oil
the squad. All men are permitted full OP·
portunity to demonstrate their athletic ability

ATHLETICS
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1936 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
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Seµt. 19-Presbyterian at Clemson.
Sept. 26 V. P.OI at Clemson. ;;i_ 0
Oct. 3 ·Alabama at Tuscaloosa. c)
Oct. 10- Duke at Durham.
o
Oct. 17-Wake Forest at Wake Forest.o
Oct. 22-South Carolina at Columbia. /
Oct. 31- Georgia Tech at Atlanta.
, L.J.
Nov. 7.-The Citadel at Charleston. :a. 6
Nov. 14- Kentucky at Lexington.
Nov. 26-Furman at Clemson .
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FOOTBALL
The Clemson Tigers opened their 1935 football campaign on Riggs Field with an impressive 26-6 victory over a peppy Presbyterian
outfit. A new star took his pJace among
Southern gridiron luminaries as Winston
··streak" Lawton, speedy miniature back, Jed
the Bengal parade. Joe Berry and Mac Folger come in for their share of recognition by
their brilliant play. Th" next week-end the
Bengals journeyed to Blacksburg, Virginia, to
come from behind and smother the husky
Virginia Polytechnic Institute Gobblers, 28-7,
as Joe Berry again flashed into the spotlight
along with big Cliff Henley.
The following week-end was Homecoming
Day for the Tigers, as the Yellow Peril made
it three straight by defeating the highly-touted
Wake Forest Deaco•s, 13-7, in a thrilling tiff
that was not decided until the closing minutes
of the fray when diminutive "Streak" Lawton
scored on a spectacular punt return of 70
yards. The high-flying Bengals met defeat
for the first time the following Saturday at the
hands of Duke's powerful Blue Devils, 38-12.
The Tigers were victorious for the third success ive time over South Carolina in the annual
State Fair classic the following week, as they
administered the Gamecocks a humiliating
44-0 drubbing. The Clemson forward wall
opened gaps in the Gamecock line wh ich the
backs romped through on a touchdown parade.
The Purple and Gold added another triumph
the next Saturday at Augusta when they
trounced the Mercer Bears 13-0 in an interesting and well -played contest. Berry's passing
again came to the forefront, heaves of twenty
and thirty yards to Horton and Folger, respectively, marking the Clemson tallies. The
Bengals suffered their worst reverse at Tuscaloosa in the middle of November, as the Red
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Elephants from Alabama rolled up a total of
83 points to none for the Tigers. Shuford's
scintillating play at end was the only shining
light for the overrun Bengals.
The Clemson-Citadel game at Charleston was
probably the most hard-fought of the season,
as the highly-favored Tiger was strained to
t he utmost to subdue a determined Bulldog,
6-0, lo go back into the win column . Furman's
Purple Hurricane eked out an 8-6 victory over
the Tigers in the final struggle on a mudsoaked field at Greenville to claim the state
title.
Clemson was well represented on various
honor teams by placing four men on the AllState eleven; one man on the Southern conference first club, one on the second, and three
honorable mention; also Tom Brown and Winston Lawton received All-American honorable
mention.
Joe "Net" Berry, quarterback, was elected to
lead the Tigers during the 1936 season, while
Manuel "Stump" Black, mammoth tackle, was
rhosen as alternate captain.

TIGER RAH!!
Tiger Rah ! Tiger Rah !
We will fight, fight, fight for every yard,
We'll hit 'em high-low
Rip 'em up and tear 'em down,
Block 'en1, sock 'em, root 'em, ride 'em, route
'em
Tiger Rah ! Tiger Rah !
Clemson's on the warpath
Bang-Hi!
Here's lo the team behind the Purple and the
Orange
Hail I Hail! Hail! the Clemson gang.
41
Musical Ed" Freeman.
Class '22
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SOCCER TEAM

Clemson was the first South Carolina college
to organize a soccer team to play other schools.
It was started on an intramural basis in 1933
and due to the interest created a varsity squad
was developed out of the intramural players.
Many schools and colleges in the state are
now see ing the value of the sport as a wonderful outdoor activity and are making it a part
of their athletic programs, both intramural and
intercollegiate.
Last season was a very successful one for the
Tigers. They showed up especially well at the
home games and some others. Many exhibition games were played away from Clemson,
especially at the girls colleges of the State.
One of the best games of the year was lost
to Furman by a 2-1 score when played as an
exhibition game at Winthrop College before the
Delegates of the South Carolina Physical Education Association.

TENNIS
Hoke Sloan
___________
Coach
The tennis team last season bad no place to
practice or have its meets ; so it was discon•
tinued for the time. It is hoped that by that
season this year some arrangements will have
been made for getting some tennis courts
constructed . Last year the old tennis courts
were destroyed for the building of the new
barracks. Year before last, one of the outstand ing stars of the team was Tate Horton.
Some of the old veterans that are still here this
year include Campbell, LaGrone, and others.
Oh, we'll ride ole Furman on the rail,
And we'll twist ole Furman by the tail,
Hallelujah we'll come home,
With the bacon we'll come home,
And we'll have that bell along.
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BASKETBALL
Coach Davis again presented a smoothworking aggregation on the hardwood last
winter, us the Royal Bengals cleaned up everything in the state, and enjoyed a very successful ,eason that saw them victorious in
fifteen games out of twenty-one.
The Tigers were among the eight teams
invited to participate in the annual Southern
conference cage tourney held at Raleigh last
March. Although not seeded to win, the
Bengals gave a good account of themselves in
the opening clash by playing North Carolina
State's famed Red Terrors, seeded second, on
even terms only to lose by one point in an
extra period affair.
During the season, victories were registered
over the University of Georgia, the University
of South Carolina, Furman, Georgia Tech,
Auburn, the University of Virginia, V. P. I.,
Wofford, Presbyterian, and V. M. I.
Clyde "Shot" Pennington, lanky forward,
led the team in scoring, and ranked among the
first three in the conference. Pete Spearman
contributed heavily to the Clemson scoring
from a guard position, and was elected captain
of the quint at the close of the campaign. Tom
Brown was among the best guards in the
South, and was chosen on the mythical AllSouthern second team at the termination of
the tournament. Bill Bryce, center, Ed Kitchens, guard, and Bob Cheves, forward, are
the only lettermen who will return for another
year of service.

YELLOW PERIL
Yea, YELLOW! Rah, PERIL l
Yea, Rah! YELLOW PERIL
Fight, Peril, Fight!
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BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Not complete but the following games are
tentative.
Open the season around the middle of December with Duke University here.
Games played here--Georgia Tech, Georgia,
Auburn, South Carolina, Furman , North Carolina, N. C. State, Wofford, and Presbyterian.
All these teams will be played return games
with the possible exception of Presbyterian.
The team is expected to make a tour of
Florida which will include a two game series
with the University of Florida.
A TRUE SPORTSMAN
Will consider all athletic opponents as guests
and treat them with all the courtesy due friend s
and guests.
Will accept all decisions of officials without
question.
..
Will never hiss or boo a player or official.
Will never utter abusive irritating remarks
from the sidelines.
Will applaud opponents when they make
good plays or show good sportsmanship.
Will never attempt to rattle an opposing
player, such as a pitcher in a baseball game
or a player attempting to make a free throw
in a basketball game.
Will seek to win by fair and lawful means,
according to the rules of the game.
Will love the game for its own sake and not
for what winning may bring him.
Will "do unto others as he would have them
do unto him."
Will "win without boasting and lose without
excuses.''
TIGER ROAR
Oo--oo--oo------00--00--00-Rah
Oo-oo------00------00--00--00-Rah
Oo------0o--oo--o0--00--00-Rah
Whistle
TIGERS.
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BASEBALL
Beginning with a six game losing streak, the
Tiger diamond stars finally found themselves
to wind up in a tie fo r second place with the
Newberry Indians in the Palmetto league.
With only three p layers as a nucleus, Coach
Neely experimented with various line-ups
until he decided upon one which included an
entire sophomore infield. Two catchers were
lost to the Tiger cause during the season in
"General" Lee and John Troutman; so John
R :chey, infielder, was converted to the backstop position.
During the season , the Bengals were v ictorious in only six out of seventeen games.
Victories were registered over the University
of Georgia . t he Citadel, South Carol ina, Newberry and Presbyter ian.
Prospects will be much brighter for the Tigers
in 1937, as Coach Neely will have many vets
returning along w it h a horde of up and coming
sophomores .

Anderson, Belton, Greenville, Greer,
Spartanburg

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
General Hardware, Farming implements, Plumbing Supplies, Mill Supplies, Builders Hardware, Athletic Supr lies, Stoves and Ranges, Household
Supplies, Paint.
We Solicit Your Patronage and Assure
You of Our Appreciation of the Smallest Purchase.
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TRACK
The Tiger trackmen enjoyed a very successful season last spring which saw them register
dual victories over Furman, South Carolina,
and Presbyterian, while losing to Georgia and
Georgia Tech.
Paced by Captain Mac Folger, the Bengals
literally ran away with the State meet at
Clinton by amassing a total of 63.2 points,
with Presbyterian next highest with a sum
of 40.4 tallies. Folger broke the existing records in both the high and low hurdles with
time of 15 seconds flat and 24. 3, respectively.
John Green lowered the time in the mile run
to 4 :36.5.
I
The cadets placed fourth in the Southern
conference meet held at Durham two weeks
later, as Folger set a new mark in lhe low
hurdles only to have it disregarded due lo a
five-mile wind behind him.
The Tigers boasted several of the South's
outstanding performers in T. S. McConnel 1
Ed Kitchens, Bob Carler, John Green, an<l
Mac Folger. McConnell was undefeated in
the javelin throw in dual meets. while the Bame
may be said of Carter, who led the team in
scoring in the high jump, and Folger in the
low hurdles . Folger remained undefeated
throughout the year in the low timbers by
retaining his prestige in the conference meet
to be invited to participate in the Olympic
semi-fina ls. Carter was also invited by tying
for honors in the high jump.
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G. H. BAILES

co.

Department Store
SENECA, S. C.

'' Satisfaction Guaranteed"

BOXING
The Tiger pugilists under the tutelage of
Coach Bob Jones enjoyed a very successful
season that saw them on the short end upon
only one occasion.
Victories were charged up against the University of Georgia, Auburn, and South Carolina. A lie with the University of Florida and
a loss to Georgia finished up the schedule.
Dawson, Captain Henley, Boselli, ,Jones,
Nathans, and Murray represented the Tigers
at the Southern conference tourney held at
Charlottesville, Virginia. These men gave a
creditable showing, but the Bengals lost out
in the semi-final eliminations.
Graduation has taken its toll, leaving gaps
that Coach Jones will have difficulty in replacing. Cliff Henley, heavyweight, Bubber
l>awson, lightweight, Jackie Williams, bantamweight, and Roddy Kissam, light heavy, are
the men who will not answer the bell this
w inter.
Lettermen returning are Teddy Boselli, Ripper Murray, Mac Nathans, and Bob Jones.
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FIGHT 'EM TIGERS
Fight-'em Tigers- Fight-'em Tigers
Fight-'em- Fight-'em- Fight-'em Tigers.

FIGHT, FIGHT, FIGHT, TIGERS, FIGHT
Fight, Fight, Fight, Tigers, FighL
Fight, Fight, Fight, Tigers, Fight
Fight Tigers, Fight; Fight Tigers, Fight
FIGHT, FIGHT, FIGHT, FIGHT, FIGHT.

Buy

America's

THE

Choice

FORD

Pendleton

Car

V-8

Motor Co.

PENDLETON, S- C.
Phone 34
Wrecker Service

RAY CLEMSON
Ray, Clemson
Rah, Tigers
Ray, Rah, Clemson Tigers
Fight, Tigers, Fiirht.

Repair Shop
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INTRAMURAL SPORTS
The program of Intramural . Sports at Clemson College provides a means of wholesome
recreational activity to a large portion of the
Cadet Corps throughout the entire school year.
The Intramural Sport Program is so designed
that every student may find one or more
sports that he is interested in and can take
part in during the year. A "list of the sports
offered includes : basketball, touch football,
soccer, track, boxing, tennis, golf, handball,
horseshoes, ping-pong, volleyball, tumbling,
bowling,
badminton,
hiking,
gymnastics,
shuffleboard, sp.,edball, archery, swimming,
foul-shooting, rifle-marksmanship, and playground baseball. Games,
meets,
contests,
leagues, matches, and tournaments are organized and regular schedules conducted in the
activities of the program.

RIFLE
Major Gammon ____________ Instructor
The rifle team under the instructions of
Major Gammon made a very good record last
season, especially with some of the larger
military colleges of the East. Special ability
was demonstrated in the shoulder-to-shoulder
matches. The men doing the most outstanding
work on the team were awarded minor "C's"
for their efforts and wer& taken in the Minor
C Club.

Locomotivt>--CLEMSON

C-L--E-M-S-O-N
C-L--E-M-S-O-N
C-L--E-M-S-O-N
CLEMSON, CLEMSON,
Fight,

Fight,

Fight!

CLEMSON!
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SWIMMING
Captain Johnw Fletcher led the Tiger
aquatic stars in a brilliant season, taking
their third straight State meet by an overwhelming margin.
McHugh, a back-stroke artist, broke his own
State record in the 150-yard swim by churning
the distance in 2 :1. · Bacot lowered the 100 -·
yard mark to O:58.7, while Durban broke the
220-yard record by rloing it in 2 :al.4. The
Tiger relay team, composed of Little, Durban ,
Bacot, and Goodson set a new mark in the 400-yard relay with a time of 4 :04.4.
The tankmen were unable to represent the
Bengals at the Southern conference meet due
lo illness among several of the performers .
Several dual meets were held during the
season with Rollins, Emory, Florida, Furman ,
and Duke in which the Tigers gave a creditable showing. The season terminated with a
Florida tour where the invaders were victims
by a narrow margin at the hands of the Uni•
versity team.
Aithough a minor sport, the aquatic !Pam
did much toward putting this entertainment
on a higher plane with the able guiding han d
of Coach Holtzendorff.
LISTEN CAROLINA IF YOU WANT TO
HEAR
(Tune: Casey Jones)
Listen Carolina if you want to hear,
The story of some brave Jungaleers.
The whole darn corps in the Tiger's name
Came to Carolina to win this game.
Around your ends, cock-a-doodle-do
Thru your line, cock-a-doodle-do
In the air, cock-a-doodle-do,
'£he way we're going to beat you is a doggone
shame.

